MEETING NOTICE
Village of Scarsdale
A Work Session of the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees is scheduled for 5:00
PM on Tuesday, June 21, 2022 in the 3rd Floor Meeting Room in Village Hall.
Members of the public wishing to participate in the meeting remotely can do so via
online link at https://zoom.us/j/93183703358, or call into the meeting using 1-929436-2866 and entering the Meeting ID 931 8370 3358.*
Upon opening the meeting in public, it is anticipated that the Village Board will act
upon a motion to convene in Executive Session for agendas item #1 and #2 below.
At the close of the Executive Session the Village Board will convene for agenda
item #3 below.
Agenda
1. Village Clerk Interviews – Executive Session – 5:00 PM
2. Personnel Matters; Including Boards, Councils and Committee
Positions/Vacancies
3. FY 2023/24 Budget Planning Work Session – 8:00 PM

CS:

06-16-22

E-MAIL:

Journal News (Lohud)
Scarsdale 10583
Scarsdale Hamlet Hub
Scarsdale Inquirer
The Daily Scarsdale

cc:

Lobby Bulletin Board

*For a brief Zoom tutorial or to troubleshoot a problem, see here: https://support.zoom.us/hc/enus/articles/205566129-Raise-Hand-In-Webinar. For other user questions, please visit the Zoom Help
Center: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us.

DEFINING THE PROBLEM
The Missing Piece to
Local Government Planning

For more information, visit gfoa.org/rethinking-budgeting
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ABOUT THE RETHINKING BUDGETING PROJECT
Local governments have long relied on incremental, line item budgeting where last year’s budget
becomes next year’s budget with changes around the margin. Though this form of budgeting
has its advantages and can be useful under circumstances of stability, it also has important
disadvantages. The primary disadvantage is that it causes local governments to be slow to
adapt to changing conditions. The premise of the “Rethinking Budgeting” initiative is that
the public finance profession has an opportunity to update local government budgeting
practices to take advantage of new ways of thinking, new technologies, and to better meet
the changing needs of communities. The Rethinking Budgeting initiative will raise new
and interesting ideas like those featured in this paper and will produce guidance for state
and local policy makers on how to local government budget systems can be adapted
to today’s needs. We hope the ideas presented in this paper will spur conversation
about the possibilities for rethinking budgeting. The Rethinking Revenue initiative is a
collaborative effort between the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA)
and International City/County Management Association (ICMA).
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RETHINKING BUDGETING: DEFINING THE PROBLEM

A problem not fully understood is unsolvable, and a
problem that is fully understood is half solved.”
—Charles Kettering, Inventor

T

his famous quote from Charles Kettering holds great significance for local
government planning and budgeting today. The traditional budget process is
inadequate for dealing with the complex problems that local governments are asked
to deal with, such as degradation of the natural environment, encouraging economic
opportunity, re-evaluating how public safety is provided, racial disparities, drug
addiction, and more.

The traditional budget and planning process is ill-equipped to deal with these kinds of complex
problems because complex problems tend to exhibit characteristics that confound traditional
planning and budgeting. In this paper, we will show why complex problems frustrate traditional
budgeting and planning. We will explain the benefits of taking the time to understand problems
more deeply. We will outline the principles for designing a process to define problems more deeply.
Finally, we will illustrate a process to define problems before solutions. Let’s get started with what
makes a problem “complex” and the challenges that poses to traditional budgeting and planning.
Complex problems are often interconnected. There are multiple interactive and possibly conflicting
causal forces at play. For example, public safety is impacted not just by law enforcement practices
but also by economic opportunity, the community’s trust in law enforcement, public health issues,
and more. The solutions to complex problems are rarely contained within a single department or
within local government. Other public, nonprofit and private organizations will need to be part of the
solution. Yet the traditional budgeting and planning process tends to budget strictly by department,
with cross-departmental collaboration rare and collaboration with outside organizations almost
nonexistent.
Complex problems are often exponential, not linear. Natural disasters like floods, fires and
hurricanes are classic examples of an exponential risk. The potential damage increases at a nonlinear
rate as the intensity of the event increases. This has obvious implications for a problem like global
climate change, but exponential risk also applies to other problems. For example, the summer of
2020 saw widespread civil unrest that rose and spread quickly after the murder of George Floyd.
Exponential risk is particularly dangerous because it catches us by surprise. For example, consider
the following problem:
A lily pond starts with a single lily leaf. Each day the number of leaves will double: two leaves
on the second day; four leaves on the third day; eight leaves on the fourth day; etc. If the pond
is full on the 30th day, on which day is the pond half full?

If you said 15 days or so, you are not alone; but you are also wrong. The pond is half full on day 29 (if
it is half full, doubling it makes the pond 100% full on day 30). On day 15 only a small fraction of the
pond is full. Exhibit 1 shows that at day 15, the number of lily pads doesn’t even register compared
to the explosive growth that occurs later on. This same “hockey stick” shape applies to damages
from many types of natural and man-made risks. Man-made exponential risks are exacerbated by
social media and other information technologies because these technologies catalyze the risk. For
instance, the role of social media in catalyzing social unrest has been well documented.1
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EXHIBIT 1 | EXPONENTIAL GROWTH CURVE
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(e.g., time) or intensity of an event (e.g., wind speed of a hurricane).

The traditional budget and planning process is not well suited to deal with exponential risk because
the traditional process is linear. The basic underlying assumption is that the future will look like the
past and incremental adjustments are made in revenues and expenditures from year to year.2 With
exponential problems, the future looks like the past until the point at which it becomes radically
different.
Complex problems often involve rivalries. There are often multiple competing interests that have
to be addressed to make progress. The limitation of the traditional budget process is that conflicts
are papered over by giving modest increases to participants and by not making big changes from
year to year. The budget is often thought of by participants as a win-lose game. Also, the rivals
involved in a complex problem often feel like they are in a win-lose game. It is hard to solve a winlose game (the complex problem) with another win-lose game (the traditional budget).
However, the rivalries involved in complex problems are not best understood in simple terms
like “person A vs. person B.” Rather, there are “mental models” that characterize rivalries found
in public finance. A mental model is a representation of how something works.3 Mental models
help us understand the problem by uncovering blind spots we may have and revealing the forces
underlying the problem.
The Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) has found that a mental model with major
implications for public finance is the “tragedy of the commons.”4 This is an economic parable in
which a group of farmers has common ownership of a grazing area. The individual farmer has the
incentive to send his animals to the common grazing area as often as possible. This is because
the additional cost to use the grazing area is zero (it is commonly owned), and if he doesn’t send
his animals, the other farmers’ animals still graze, thus depriving the individual farmer’s herd of
potential food. All farmers face the same incentive and, hence, all send their animals to the common
grazing area. The result is that the common area is eventually overgrazed and becomes barren.
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A local government budget has similarities to the commonly owned grazing area. A government
and its financial resources are commonly owned by all stakeholders. Each stakeholder has an
incentive to extract resources from the public budget. Stakeholders often find themselves in
“competition” with each other to get resources; therefore, they try to get as much as possible
lest they lose the resources. The long-term result could look much like the commonly owned
grazing area and “the tragedy of the commons.”
“A tragedy of the commons” situation can apply in budgeting, capital investments, public
pensions, and more. Recognizing when a “tragedy of the commons” is occurring allows you
to apply the appropriate solutions. GFOA’s “Financial Foundations for Thriving Communities”
is a potential solution to this based on Nobel Prize-winning research.5
Another common mental model is the “arms race,” where one side invests resources to outdo
the other. Eventually, the cost of the resources is immense, but no advantage is gained.6 An
example is local economic development incentives. Research suggests that around 75% of such
incentives are ineffective,7 but local governments feel the need to keep offering such incentives
to keep up with their neighbors (who also feel the need to keep up). Regionalization of economic
development activities would be an example of a solution to this “arms race.”
The traditional local government budgeting and planning process is not designed to enable
a government to “fully understand” problems, much less the mental models underlying
the problem. It is deadline-driven, incremental, risk-averse, and political. As a result, local
governments tend to perpetuate status quo programs that haven’t evolved to solve present
and future problems, or they jump to new solutions that address the symptoms of problems
instead of the root causes.
The remedy is to make the time and space to consider and understand problems more deeply.

Stakeholders often find themselves
in “competition” with each other
to get resources; therefore, they
try to get as much as possible lest
they lose the resources.
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How Do You Design a Method to Define
Problems More Clearly?
One of the organizing principles of GFOA’s Rethinking Budgeting initiative is that finance officers
need to be chefs, not cooks. Rather than following predetermined recipes (cooks), an effective
finance officer understands how to develop a solution that meets the needs of their stakeholders,
using the right ingredients (chefs). In this spirit, we will start by describing the design principles of
a method to define problems more clearly. Then we will illustrate how these principles can come
together in an applied method.

THE SIX DESIGN PRINCIPLES
1

Reject zero-sum thinking

2 Provide procedural justice
3 Create psychological safety
4 Recognize and mitigate cognitive biases
5 Go beyond positions and understand interests
6 Introduce constraints

1

Reject zero-sum thinking

The first design principle is to reject zero-sum thinking, where for someone to “win,” someone else
must “lose.” Zero-sum thinking characterizes the “tragedy of the commons” and rivalrous problems.
There are many ways to reject zero-sum thinking. A good start is to avoid framing the past as a
“failure” or something that must be repudiated. Many stakeholders hold a stake in the past. They
may have a sense of pride or identity associated with history, tradition, etc. In other words, for the
future to “win,” the past doesn’t need to “lose.” Instead, frame the past as laying the foundation for
the future, or highlight changing circumstances that require adaptation.
Another strategy to avoid zero-sum thinking is to embrace “rapid incrementalism.” Public policy
is rarely like building a bridge, where there is a clear end product (the bridge) with a well-defined
construction method. Even where local governments know the outcome they want to achieve (e.g.,
reduce street-level violence), the path to get there is far from clear and on-the-ground realities
present obstacles. Rapid incrementalism takes small steps toward the goal, assesses how the plan is
working, adapts as needed, and then takes another step forward.* Rapid incrementalism helps bring
everyone along because change happens in bite-sized pieces with various levels of involvement
and/or acknowledgement. This means no one feels they are experiencing a sudden and significant
loss or are being left out of the process.
Finally, look for ways to create win-win outcomes. GFOA’s “Financial Foundations for Thriving
Communities” is a comprehensive approach that offers methods for addressing the tragedy of the
commons and the win-lose dynamic inherent in it. There are also techniques for encouraging winwin outcomes, such as polarity management.8
*Rapid incrementalism is associated with planning methods that are popular in the technology industry, like Agile.
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One of the organizing principles
of GFOA’s Rethinking Budgeting
initiative is that finance officers
need to be chefs, not cooks.

2 Provide procedural justice
It is not always possible to avoid someone feeling a loss, which leads us to the second design principle:
Provide procedural justice. Procedural justice is the sense that the process used to reach a decision was
fair. Are the decision-makers doing their best to be objective and neutral? Is it clear how the process
works? Are participants treated with dignity, and do they have a voice? Providing procedural justice
is critical because people are more willing to accept a decision or action that goes against their selfinterest when they perceive that the process that led to the decision was fair and there is a level of
transparency concerning the process.9 Providing procedural justice helps stakeholders work through
rivalrous problems by making people more willing to accept compromises to their preferred outcome.
You can consult GFOA’s “What’s Fair?” series and Part 1, in particular, for details on how procedural
justice can be applied to a financial decision-making process.

3 Create psychological safety
The third design principle is to create psychological safety. Psychological safety is a shared belief, held
by members of a team, that the group is a safe place for taking risks. It is a sense of confidence that
the team will not embarrass, reject or punish someone for speaking up and presenting an alternative
idea. It describes a team climate characterized by interpersonal trust and mutual respect.10 Creating
and maintaining psychological safety is necessary for challenging deeply held beliefs, assumptions, and
taken-for-granted ways of operating that perpetuate rivalrous mental models. Promoting psychological
safety reduces the destructive conflict associated with rivalrous relationships and makes participants
comfortable with bringing new perspectives to the problem, challenging prevailing viewpoints, and
feeling secure in offering an “out-of-the-box” suggestion. The Rethinking Budgeting initiative describes
how to build psychological safety and pairs it with accountability.

4 Recognize and mitigate cognitive biases
The fourth design principle is to recognize and mitigate cognitive biases. Most people do not think
through decisions rationally and comprehensively. Rather, most people use various mental shortcuts
to make decisions. Often, these shortcuts are harmless and even helpful. But sometimes, they have
unintended consequences. When these shortcuts fail, they are called “cognitive biases” and can
negatively impact all types of decisions, including budget decisions. If we know these biases, we can
plan mitigations.
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There are many types of cognitive biases, but two that are especially salient to this discussion are
the overconfidence bias and the confirmation bias. Overconfidence bias means a person thinks they
know more about a complex problem than they actually do. Confirmation bias means that a person
tends to pay more attention to information that supports what they already believe to be true about
a complex problem and pay less attention to information that disconfirms what they think.
The Rethinking Budgeting initiative describes how to mitigate cognitive biases in decision-making,
including “taking the outside view.” This means bringing new perspectives to problem definition.
New perspectives can come from the introduction of new data about a problem or in the inclusion of
people with different perspectives, such as community members, members of external organizations
(e.g., nonprofits, local businesses), or even people within the local government who haven’t been at
the table.
Besides bringing different perspectives to the problem, outside people and organizations may be
able to contribute resources to the eventual solution, thereby serving as resource multipliers. The
outside view helps overcome the linear thinking and linear resource growth that prevents local
governments from successfully confronting exponential challenges.

5 Go beyond positions and understand interests
The fifth design principle is to find ways to go beyond positions and understand interests. For
example, an interest would be to reduce street-level violence. A position would be to increase the
number of police officers on the street. People can have different positions even though they have
a similar underlying interest. These positions can conflict and may be mutually exclusive. If people’s
underlying interests are understood, it often becomes possible to find consensus solutions.
In local government, many conflicts are over values. Moral Foundations Theory tells us that all people
have the same six moral foundations (building blocks from which they form their moral worldview).
We all have access to these foundations, but we build on them in personalized ways and to different
degrees, ultimately, developing our moral values and viewpoints. Understanding common moral
foundations makes it easier for people to respond empathetically to differing opinions.

Understanding common
moral foundations makes
it easier for people to
respond empathetically
to differing opinions.
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Information Technology Opens New Possibilities to go Beyond Positions11
One of the premises of the Rethinking Budgeting initiative is that information technology provides ways
to reach better decisions that were not available years ago. For example, technology could be used to
ascertain the preferences of participants in a decision-making process and then compare hundreds or
thousands of possible decisions to see which come closest to satisfying the preferences of the highest
number of people. This allows the decision to move away from win-lose methods like simple majority
votes, which produce outcomes more like “A” below and move toward consensus-finding like “B”
below. Though there are fewer fervent supporters in “B,” there are more supporters overall and no one
who is opposed. This consensus makes it more likely the decision will have a smooth implementation.
“A” (Polarized)

“B” (Consensus)

Let’s go back to our example of street-level violence. Everyone could agree that reducing gun-related
homicides is a laudable goal. However, one person might favor gun control as a strategy while another
person might see access to firearms as essential to self-defense. If they recognize their shared goal of
reducing gun-related homicides, it becomes possible to look beyond their different perspective on
gun control and perhaps agree on other strategies to reduce gun-related homicides (e.g., community
violence prevention models).

6 Introduce constraints
This sixth and final design principle is to introduce constraints. Constraints put boundaries on the
discussion. Without constraints, the participants in a conversation about a problem face a blank
canvas. A blank canvas can be paralyzing because participants can be overwhelmed with possible
choices. To illustrate a constraint, a meeting might be limited to defining the problem of street-level
violence, specifically, as opposed to trying to define “public safety” more broadly or “community
violence” (which could include domestic violence, which may or may not share common characteristics
with street-level violence). Or it might be limited to street-level violence in a particular neighborhood
rather than the entire city.
Taken together, these design principles address the issues we introduced in the first part of this paper—
for example, rejecting zero-sum thinking and providing procedural justice; creating psychological
safety; and going beyond positions and understanding interests to address the rivalrous relationships
found in mental models like the tragedy of the commons and arms races. Recognizing and mitigating
cognitive biases, including bringing in an outside view, helps solve nonlinear (exponential) problems.
Let’s see how the six design principles could be put into practice using Turn the Curve planning as an
illustration.
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Turning Curves
Good budgeting starts with good planning. Good planning starts with clearly and properly defining a
problem. Turn the Curve is a planning method that is rooted in Kettering’s philosophy (“A problem fully
understood is half solved.”) and incorporates all the design principles we’ve discussed.
Turn the Curve planning is the brainchild of Mark Friedman, whose book Trying Hard Is Not Good
Enough was inspired by his observation that public and nonprofit organizations were “pouring billions
of dollars into social programs that claimed to be successful, and could demonstrate significant
benefits, but overall social conditions for children and families were getting worse.”
Turn the Curve planning is done by answering five questions, as shown in Exhibit 2. Let’s take a look at
each question and how it aligns with our design principles for defining and solving problems.

EXHIBIT 2 | TURN THE CURVE PLANNING

Source: Clear Impact

How are we doing on the data?
Turn the Curve is about figuring out how to change the direction or trajectory of a trend in a result
we care about. Turn the Curve planning is typically done by teams of people who share a common
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measures represent specific issues or problems to solve.
They bound a disciplined thought exercise, not a free-form bull session.
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What is the story behind the curve?
Understanding the factors that have impacted the historical trend of an indicator—both positively
and negatively—is what we mean by “defining the problem.” Although digging into the past may
unearth failures of policy and execution, the root causes of community outcomes and service
performance usually go deeper. The purpose here is not to look backward and assign blame, it is
to learn from experience and lay the groundwork for turning the future curve of the indicator in a
better direction.
The story behind the curve preempts zero-sum thinking because it identifies an array of
opportunities for change, increasing the odds of finding solutions and avoiding rivalrous tradeoffs.
For example, a city using Turn the Curve planning to improve housing affordability generated
more than 100 factors underlying the growing share of households experiencing excessive housing
burden. The factors grouped into eight categories:
1. Restrictive zoning and building codes

5. Limited access to credit

2. Housing supply shortage

6. Poverty

3. High cost of construction

7. Lack of financial education

4. Gentrification

8. Weak fair housing and tenant’s rights enforcement

From this broad and deep understanding of housing affordability, the city was able to craft a plan
that attacked the problem, not particular interests or stakeholders.

Who are the partners who have a role to play in turning the curve?
Turn the Curve planning is ideally about what the community will do working together, not just
what local government will do. Local government cannot achieve the results communities want and
need on its own. Further, it is easy for government officials to lose touch with realities on the ground
and form assumptions and opinions that blind them to the most effective solutions.
Bringing diverse voices and perspectives to the table—in particular, those of people and
organizations closest to the problem—combats cognitive biases and expands solution sets.
Inclusive planning also helps to achieve procedural justice. Turn the Curve planning is structured
and collaborative. It is not an exercise in gathering input for use in a black box decision process.
Stakeholders have voice in shaping Turn the Curve planning. They participate in generating,
evaluating, and prioritizing solutions.
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What works to turn the curve?
The factors influencing the indicator trend identified in the story behind the curve inform the
development of solutions. For example, a city examining racial disparities in homeownership found
implicit bias among sellers, real estate agents, and appraisers to be a significant barrier to Black
homebuyers. This realization led the Turn the Curve planning team to propose several strategies:
providing free legal services to first-time homebuyers, strengthening enforcement of fair housing
laws, and analyzing appraisal and assessment data to identify and correct systemic bias.
The “what works” solutions that emerge from Turn the Curve planning are products of a planning
process that follows all of the design principles for defining problems and are ready-made to fit into
an outcome-based budgeting framework.

What is our action plan to turn the curve?
Turn the Curve planning ultimately produces a well-informed action plan, the execution of which
becomes the focus of accountability. For frontline managers and staff, an action plan shifts attention
from the result or outcome (the shape of the indicator or performance measure curve) to the process
(carrying out the steps in the plan). At this level of the government structure, process accountability
feels safer than outcome accountability because process is more controllable. Leadership’s concern
is whether the action plan is producing the desired result, and good leaders will use indicator data to
inform ongoing inquiry, not interrogation.

Conclusion
When a government takes the time to fully understand the problem it needs to address, it opens up
new possibilities. The complex problems that governments must deal with often have interrelated
causes, change at an exponential (not linear) rate, and involve rivalries between different interests.
Fully understanding the problem allows planners to recognize these characteristics and devise a
strategy to deal with them. Further, investigating problems more deeply works against the despair
and sense of learned helplessness that can afflict local governments when it comes to complex
problems. Many people have experienced the exhilaration of hope that comes from participating in a
good planning process that deeply examines important issues.
Of course, many of these same people have experienced the disappointment of hopes unfulfilled
by a lackluster implementation of the plan. This is not a reason to give up on deep examination
of problems but rather an argument for better planning. In this paper, we suggested six design
principles to characterize a good planning process. We also showed Turn the Curve planning as a
way to put these principles into place and take your plan to action. From here, consider picking a
challenging problem your government is faced with and seeing if Turn the Curve planning or another
process that follows the design principles we described can help you understand that problem more
fully and take action.
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About the Rethinking Budgeting Initiative
Local governments have long relied on incremental, line item budgeting where last year’s budget becomes
next year’s budget with changes around the margin. Though this form of budgeting has its advantages
and can be useful under circumstances of stability, it also has important disadvantages. The primary
disadvantage is that it causes local governments to be slow to adapt to changing conditions. The premise
of the Rethinking Budgeting initiative is that the public finance profession has an opportunity to update
local government budgeting practices to take advantage of new ways of thinking, new technologies, and
to better meet the changing needs of communities. The Rethinking Budgeting initiative will raise new
and interesting ideas like those featured in this paper and will produce guidance for state and local policy
makers on how to local government budget systems can be adapted to today’s needs. We hope the
ideas presented in this paper will spur conversation about the possibilities for rethinking budgeting. The
Rethinking Revenue initiative is a collaborative effort between the Government Finance Officers Association
(GFOA) and International City/County Management Association (ICMA).
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WHY DO WE NEED TO RETHINK BUDGETING?

L

ocal governments have developed their budgets in essentially the same way for decades.
The essence of the traditional approach is, first, that the budget is incremental. This means
that last year’s budget becomes next year’s budget with changes at the margin. Second,
the budget is built around line items—categories of spending like personnel, commodities,
and contractual services, which are then grouped into departments and funds. People have
criticized this approach for almost as long as it has been in use with local governments.

One of the most prominent criticisms is that past decisions are frozen in place past the point at which
they are affordable or relevant. Once a change is made to the budget, the change is carried over to
successive budgets. Let’s illustrate with an example that is not uncommon in traditional budgeting.
If a department gets a grant from, say, state or federal government to increase staffing for a few
years, those positions come to be regarded as part of the department’s baseline budget. Once the
grant ends, the expenditure continues to be funded without an evaluation of whether those positions
are creating sufficient value for the community to justify the cost. This same phenomenon occurs
more widely but more subtly when entire budgets are carried forward and inflated from year to
year without a good understanding of what services are being provided, at what cost, and for what
benefit. This “layering on” effect contributes to financial distress and is a suboptimal allocation of
resources. There are also more complex examples with further-reaching implications that GFOA has
documented elsewhere.1

Another criticism is that the traditional budget is not
strategic. Spending is allocated to line items that concern
the day-to-day operations of government. Line items
like “travel,” “supplies” or “miscellaneous” don’t speak
to how spending impacts big-picture results like public
safety, mobility, health, etc. Also, historical precedent is
the primary determinant of how much money is allocated
to each line item. This is backward-looking, not forwardlooking. All of this means that the budget process is not
well suited to handle big-picture and/or emerging issues.

In traditional budgeting,
historical precedent is
the primary determinant
of how much money is
allocated to each line item.
This is backward-looking,
not forward-looking.
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For example, local governments may be slow in adopting new and better methods of operating
and have trouble coordinating multidisciplinary solutions to complex problems. This means that the
local budget may become increasingly disconnected from evolving community needs and priorities
over time. A well known example is that fires are less common than they used to be due to improved
building codes and better construction methods. Nevertheless, city governments have been slow to
adapt public safety spending away from fire response to more pressing issues. In many communities,
a more pressing need is emergency medical services (EMS), due to an aging population. The
changing building stock and age of the population unfolded over several years, yet municipal budgets
were still slow to respond. We can easily appreciate that the traditional budget would not do any
better in responding to more rapidly evolving situations.

If success in the
budget “game” is
defined by inputs
and outputs (rather
than outcomes),
then self-interested,
zero-sum behaviors
are likely to result.

A final criticism we will cover is that traditional budgeting is a
“zero-sum game.” This means that for one party to win, someone
else must lose. In the context of budgeting, this means, for
example, that for one department to get more funding, another
department must get less. Critically, in traditional budgeting,
this is seen as a win for one department and a loss for the
other. A zero-sum game promotes power dynamics that favor
maintaining the status quo and encourages self-interested
decision-making.

Zero-sum thinking makes it difficult to address problems
that require collaboration across participants in the budget.
Collaboration is required to accomplish outcomes that make life
better for communities, like reducing violent crime, increasing
economic opportunity, or improving public health. Traditional budgeting focuses participants
primarily on inputs and secondarily on outputs. Inputs are the money in each line item and staffing
in each department. Outputs are the services a department produces with the resources they get.
If success in the budget “game” is defined by inputs and outputs (rather than outcomes), then
self-interested, zero-sum behaviors are likely to result. This game also encourages departmental
budget “silos,” where departments don’t consider the potential to work with people outside of their
boundaries and take on an insular attitude about the services (and budget) the department provides.
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The traditional budget
has advantages that
we must not overlook.

These criticisms have led to some attempts to do budgeting better. Two widely recognized innovations
are zero-base budgeting and priority-based budgeting.* A number of intrepid local governments
have tried these methods with varying degrees of success and staying power. Among the majority of
local governments, however, the traditional budget has endured…and for good reasons. The traditional
budget has advantages that we must not overlook:2

Simplicity. Because budgeting is done at the margins, incrementally, it is easier to understand
and calculate. Because it does not address larger, strategic issues, the budget process is able to
be less demanding of participants’ time and attention than a comprehensive process would be.

Control. Individual line items provide easy-to-understand accountability: Did the line item get
overspent or not? Also, incrementalism means the budget is not subject to radical changes
from year to year. Radical change, almost by definition, risks getting out of control.

Predictability. Historical precedent is often a widely accepted justification for decisions.
Relying on historical precedent sets the expectations of participants in the budget process.
This attenuates conflict and reduces uncertainty among stakeholders.

Flexibility. Because the budget is not oriented toward overarching strategic objectives, public
officials can more easily change their goals. In other words, because the budget has not been
committed to any particular strategic direction, public officials have more flexibility to declare
new policies.
So what leads us to believe Rethinking Budgeting is a good idea? If prior efforts at new ways of
budgeting have met with limited success and the traditional budget has important advantages, why
would Rethinking Budgeting be worthwhile?
Let’s consider the context in which budgeting takes place today. All the criticisms of traditional
budgeting we described earlier are as valid as ever, but there are three forces that make traditional
budgeting less tenable than in the past.
*”Budgeting for Outcomes” is a variety of priority-based budgeting that some readers may be familiar with.
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Threats to the Status Quo
First, is stagnant or diminishing resources available to local governments. Much of the traditional
budget’s success rests on distributing budget increases to enough stakeholders to maintain a stable
governing coalition. However, the traditional budget does not have a good answer to resource
declines. This is why we see across-the-board cuts as a common response to fiscal distress: Everyone
is cut evenly. However, this does not optimally size or shape government to the conditions it faces. In
fact, the two budgeting innovations we mentioned earlier, zero-base budgeting and priority-based
budgeting, were a direct response to the inability of the traditional budget to cope with declining
resources. Looking into the future, there are serious questions about local government’s ability to raise
more revenue: Will the economy support it? Will citizenry support it?*,3 GFOA’s Rethinking Revenue
initiative is intended to help modernize local government revenue systems, but it is also important that
government spending plans be more adaptable to resource-constrained environments.
Conflict is the second force. The defining conflict of our times is political polarization. During the
heyday of the traditional budget, the 1950s through the 1970s, cross-party collaboration was almost at
an all-time high of modern history (only exceeded by the period during World War II). We see this in
Exhibit 1, which shows cross-party collaboration in the U.S. Congress from 1895 to 2017.** We also see
today that cross-party collaboration has reached all-time lows.
Political conflict is not limited to federal government officials. It affects the general public, too. As one
group of political scientists put it, “the most significant fault line in the second decade of the twentyfirst century [in America] is not race, religion, or economic status but political party affiliation.”4 This
has expressed itself in civic activities, like a precipitous decline in split-ticket voting,5 as well as personal
choices. For instance, political affiliation is becoming a more important factor in choosing marriage
partners than even education or religion.6 In such an environment, political polarization can’t help but
threaten local government as well, even if elections are nonpartisan.7

Cross-Party Collaboration in Congress

EXHIBIT 1 | CROSS-PARTY COLLABORATION IN THE U.S. CONGRESS FROM 1895 TO 20178
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* Economic growth rates have slowed significantly after 1970, falling below the long-term rate of 2 percent a year. Thus, steady material
progress may no longer be the guarantee it once seemed (see endnote 3 for support). It follows that if economic growth is no longer
growing as it once was, then local government revenues will no longer grow as they once did. Further analysis of the limits of the local
government revenue system are available in “Rethinking Local Government Revenue Systems: Why is it Necessary?” published by the
Government Finance Officers Association (October 2021). https://www.gfoa.org/materials/rethinking-local-government-revenue-systems
**This chart is a synthesis of widely accepted, if imperfect, measures of polarization in the U.S. Congress. For more information, see:
Putnam, Robert D.; Romney Garrett, Shaylyn (October 13, 2020). The upswing: How America came together a century ago and how we
can do it again. Simon & Schuster.
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Declining trust has accompanied heightened political conflict. For example, when people in 1964
were asked whether the government was run on behalf of (1) “a few big interests” or (2) “the benefit
of all,” Americans favored option 2, 64 percent to 29 percent. By 2018, those numbers had more than
completely reversed: Option 2 garnered only 21 percent versus 76 percent for option 1.9 This decline
in trust is not limited to the political system. Surveys show that in the early 1960s nearly two-thirds of
Americans trusted other people, but by the 2020s only one-third did.10
The traditional budget lessens conflict by relying on historical precedent. However, in an environment
of markedly lower trust, where many people no longer believe that others have their best interests in
mind, people may not be willing to accept historical precedent as a justification for how resources are
distributed.
The third force is volatility. Perhaps the most important source of volatility that the modern budget
must contend with is information. The amount of information and access to it has been increasing
exponentially over the past decades. The year 2001 produced double the amount of data* that had
been produced in the history of mankind. 2002 doubled 2001.11 These nonlinear increases have
continued since then, and the trend is expected to continue into the future, as shown in Exhibit 2.12
In recent years, this phenomenon seems to have reached a threshold point, where new ideas and
organizational forms** can rapidly spread to a point where they are adopted by a critical mass of
people. The result is rapid changes in public opinion and consequent demands on institutions. For
instance, the role of social media in catalyzing social unrest and coordinating protest organizations
has been well documented.13 This volatility challenges the stability of established organizations. For
example, the average life span of a company on the S&P 500 has shrunk from almost 60 years in the
1950s down to around 20 years currently.14
*Includes all sources of data: electronic, paper, stone tablets, etc.
**Primarily, this refers to network organizations. These are organizations that don’t have a hierarchical structure.

EXHIBIT 2 | DIGITAL DATA GENERATED
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Source: IDC’s Data Age 2025 study, sponsored by Seagate, April 2017
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Of course, local governments can’t go “out of business” like private firms. But local governments
still require legitimacy to accomplish their mission. If they lose legitimacy, then they may risk being
displaced by alternatives, like privatization, nonprofits, or other organizational forms.* The traditional
budget is unsuited to provide legitimacy in this new and volatile information environment.15 First, the
traditional budget relies on historical precedent for much of its legitimacy. New information and ideas,
by definition, do not defer to historical precedent. Second, the traditional budget does not have a
good means for getting feedback from an environment that is subject to rapid change, much less a
means for changing if and when the need to do so is identified. For example, the traditional budget
is organized by line items and departments, which are intended primarily to facilitate control of
traditional spending plans.

EXHIBIT 3 | NUMBER OF U.S. PRESIDENTIALLY DECLARED DISASTERS
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Not all volatility is caused by the “information tsunami” we just described.16 The increasing frequency
of literal extreme weather events (see Exhibit 3),** for example, challenge local budgets and introduce
new sources of instability into financial planning. The number of declared disasters has increased faster
than the rate of population growth. Additionally, research shows that there is also a trend of increasing
aggregate financial losses from disasters.17 COVID-19 is another example of volatility, where increased
global connectedness aided the spread of the disease and disrupted supply chains. Traditional budgets
that assume the future will always look like the past are not well suited to volatile conditions.

* This is not to suggest that other organizational forms are “bad” or somehow undesirable. In fact, GFOA has written extensively about
the value communities can realize by pursuing new and better forms of governance that combine the strengths of government with the
strengths of other sectors. However, we suggest that a thoughtful, intentional evolution toward these different forms is preferable to
government being displaced by them due to loss of legitimacy.
**The authors of the study used to create Exhibit 3 believe that increase in the number of presidentially declared disasters has several
causes, including global climate change, increased urbanization, and increased asset values in risky geographic areas.
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Positive Forces for Change
Not all developments that favor a rethinking of the traditional budget are threats. There have been
several positive developments that give us a greater chance of success than budget reformers in
decades past. Four things we know to be different today could be important levers for making change.

We have different mental models. A mental model is a representation of how something
works.18 The common mental model for traditional budgeting is the zero-sum game, where for
one person to win, another must lose. This will lead to predictable and undesirable behaviors,
such as padding budgets or exaggerating the risks of budget reductions or the resources
needed to accomplish some task. GFOA’s Financial Foundations for Thriving Communities
body of research offers a new mental model that suggests different, more adaptive behaviors.
The Financial Foundations Framework is based on a Nobel Prize-winning body of work about
how to solve the challenges inherent in managing shared, publicly owned resources like a local
government budget.19 It offers five “pillars” for thinking through shared resource problems like
those commonly found in public budgeting (see Exhibit 4) and reaching sustainable decisions.
The Financial Foundations mental model isn’t “new” to the world. The underlying ideas have
been widely used in other fields, like natural resource management. It is, though, new to
public finance. This new model can help us understand the problems involved in budgeting by
uncovering blind spots we may have and revealing the forces underlying the problems.
We have a better understanding of how people make decisions. Primarily, this means
we have a better understanding of the limits of rationality. All people engage in predictably
irrational decision-making, commonly called “cognitive biases.” Scientific research on this
topic has gained a lot of attention in recent years (including two Nobel Prizes20), bringing more
recognition of the role of irrationality in decision-making and the settings that might encourage
or discourage irrationality. For example, one of the more important types of cognitive biases is

EXHIBIT 4 | THE FINANCIAL FOUNDATIONS FRAMEWORK
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“overconfidence bias.” This means that we underestimate future uncertainty, leading us to fail
to question the assumptions behind our budget plans or look for reasons why our plans might
be flawed. Another example is overestimating our ability to get X done with only Y dollars.
By understanding cognitive biases and harnessing the power of behavioral science, we can
design better decision-making systems. Because our faculties for rational decision-making are
limited, a comprehensively rational approach to budgeting will be difficult to implement, much
less maintain over multiple years. Zero-base budgeting, for example, attempts make budgeting
comprehensively rational, and, predictably, has met with limited success.21 As an alternative to
comprehensively rational decision-making, people tend to rely more on decision-making rules of
thumb. One common rule of thumb or mental shortcut used in all walks of life is to piggyback on
what you already know. Hence, the traditional budget asks, “What worked last year?” Knowing
that the mind works this way allows us to ask, “What might the new but better mental shortcut
be to support good budgeting decisions?”

Technology reduces communication and production costs. Technology makes it easier
to move information around networks of people and cheaper to produce that information.
Technology has grown in power and availability over the years.
Technology can be used to create interactive simulations of budgeting decisions. For example,
participants in the budget process could see how much different combinations of public
services cost and what benefits would be produced. Or simulations could be used to show
uncertainty in revenue forecasts and help participants better understand the risk of running
a deficit under various spending scenarios. Interactivity helps people get their minds around
complex phenomena more easily.22 Simulations might help engage our rational thinking
capacity and, ultimately, shape our intuitions. Simulation also might help reduce overconfidence
about how the future will turn out.
Also, technology can communicate information instantly and at a low cost. Large numbers of
people (inside or outside of government) can get access to the same information at the same time.
As a final example, technology can reduce the cost of administering the budget. A big point in
favor of line-item incremental budgeting, historically, was that the paperwork required was much
less than the alternatives. “Paperwork” should not be an issue today. This is not to say line items
are obsolete—just that technology does not necessitate line-item budgeting. Technology allows
calculations to be made more easily now.

More awareness of issues of fairness in the budget.

More attention to

The conventional budget decreases or avoids conflict
fairness in the budget
by relying on historical precedent. In decades past,
however, income inequalities were far less and median
could play a role in
real wages had been growing for many years.23 Also,
positively influencing
back then, people were not as aware of (or perhaps less
concerned about) racial disparities.24 So, in the past,
some of the most
some potential conflicts were less acute and/or local
important potential
governments were comfortable ignoring them. Today,
it seems more people are interested in addressing these
conflicts of our time.
conflicts and are less willing to accept conditions that
are regarded as unfair. Therefore, avoiding conflict is
not really an option. The only good option is to handle it constructively. Hence, better budgeting
and more attention to fairness in the budget could play a role in positively influencing some of
the most important potential conflicts of our time.
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What is Our Plan for Rethinking Budgeting?
The budget is, arguably, the most important policy a local government produces. It describes how
government’s limited resources will be used and who gets those resources. A policy that important can
be difficult and complicated to do well. A time-honored method for tackling a difficult problem is to
break it down into smaller parts. Hence, we will break budgeting down into three parts:
Planning is articulating a desired future state for the organization.
Budgeting is allocating a local government’s limited resources.
Monitoring/reporting is making sure that the commitments made during planning and
budgeting are lived up to and maintaining an understanding of the environment.
We have convened a group of officials from local governments of all types and sizes across North
America. They are joined by leading academics who study public budgeting. Along with GFOA
staff, they will conduct a deep investigation of key weaknesses of the conventional local government
approach to planning, budgeting, and monitoring/reporting. They will then seek innovative alternatives
by using design methods commonly used in other fields, where innovation is a requirement for survival,
and by looking outside of public finance, to other disciplines and fields of study, for inspiration.
Perhaps the most important of these design methods is called “first principles thinking.” First principles
thinking means we base our ideas on the most essential elements of what we know to be true (first
principles) about planning, budgeting, and monitoring. Breaking the problem of Rethinking Budgeting
down to essentials and then rethinking from the ground up is one of the best ways to find new, creative
solutions. The three bullets about planning, budgeting, and monitoring are first principles. We can
start with these premises and remove the conventions that have built up around them over time. To
that, we bring into consideration what we know to be true, based on evidence. This includes things we
described earlier, like the four positive forces for change, threats to the status quo, and features of the
traditional budget that account for its staying power. First principles thinking has been used to solve
difficult problems from the time of Aristotle to the giants of technology and finance in today’s world.25
The alternative to first principles thinking is reasoning by analogy. An example is to ask: “What have
we done traditionally?” An important premise of this project is that what we have done traditionally
is of limited usefulness for finding our way forward. By first describing what is different today and by
defining the core elements of the budget (planning, budgeting, and monitoring), we have the building
blocks for our recommendations.

An Illustration of a First Principles Inquiry into the Purpose of Budgeting:
 What does the society need that local government decides it can produce on its own or
in partnership with others?
 How far can current resources go to pursue those needs?
 Where can the local government go to identify and bring in new resources, if needed?
 What is the investment plan that produces the intended outcomes?
By identifying and considering these basic questions, we can find new answers.
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Also, as we rethink the budget, we must remain mindful of the advantages of the traditional budget. If
a “rethought” approach does not compare favorably to the traditional budget on the characteristics
of simplicity, control, predictability, and flexibility, then that rethought approach will not get far.
As of this writing, the Rethinking Budgeting team has already articulated three ideas for rethinking
the “planning” aspect of budgeting. Below is a short description of each idea and a link to additional
resources on the idea.
Define the problem. The traditional budget and planning process is ill-equipped to deal
with the complex problems created by volatility and conflict. We show why complex
problems frustrate traditional budgeting and planning, outline the principles for designing
a process to define problems more deeply, and, finally, provide an illustration of a process
to define problems before solutions. Defining problems more deeply helps people feel a
greater sense of control and predictability over complex problems.
Rethinking strategic planning. Strategic planning is a long-standing “best practice” in
public finance. However, strategic planning, as it is commonly practiced, has significant
limitations. We highlight the flaws in some of the basic underlying assumptions of traditional
strategic planning and propose a new approach that is better able to meet the challenges
faced by governments today. The approach we suggest promotes more adaptability in
strategic plans, which might serve as a substitute for the flexibility of the traditional budget.
Rethinking public engagement. Public engagement is essential for gathering feedback to
inform the size and shape of the budget. However, public engagement as it is conventionally
practiced is too little, too late. It happens at the end of the budget process when
decisions have already been made and it is limited to a public hearing
or two, which often amounts to little more than an opportunity for
citizens to air their grievances at a microphone. We suggest a
new set of principles to design better public engagement
that happens early enough to provide feedback that can
influence later resource allocation decisions. More public
engagement, at first, would seem to work against
simplicity and, perhaps, control. However, building
more feedback into the budget process should better
align the budget with public sentiment. This should,
ultimately, reduce conflict and give government
officials more predictability in how the public will
react to government’s spending plans.

HOW CAN YOU STAY INVOLVED?
If you’d like to be kept abreast of the latest developments and join the discussion about
Rethinking Budgeting, join the GFOA community forum or join our mailing list. We will
announce new research reports, web conferences, events and resources, and how you
can get directly involved. We believe the local government is at a crossroads. The path
of the status quo seems increasingly untenable. A new path, however, offers the potential
for local governments to help their communities thrive in our rapidly changing world.
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We are not as rational as
we think. Psychologists
have discovered how we
are predictably irrational.
We can use this to improve
decisions in public finance.

People are not rational, yet we often assume they are. For example, classical economics is based
on the assumption that people are rational maximizers of their self-interest. However, recent
Nobel Prize-winning scientific research has shown this is not true. Rather than thinking through
decisions rationally and comprehensively, people use a variety of mental shortcuts to make
decisions. Oftentimes, these shortcuts are harmless and even helpful. But sometimes they backfire.
Behavioral scientists have cataloged a number of these shortcuts and when they can go wrong.
When these shortcuts fail, they are called “cognitive biases.” These biases can negatively impact all
types of decisions, including budget decisions. If we know these biases, we can plan mitigations.

This article is based on a webinar series presented by GFOA called “Using Behavioral
Science for Better Decision-Making and Budgeting.” These webinars were well received.
Below are a few reviews from GFOA members:
“I have attended many different GFOA training sessions, both live and
online, and I have to say that this behavioral science webinar was one of
the best I have ever participated in!”
“Two thumbs up. It’d be more if I had more thumbs.”
“The behavioral science webinars were insightful and intriguing.”
We have provided this article to bring you some insights from the webinar series. If you’d
like to access a recording of the webinars visit gfoa.org/materials/behavioral-science-2021.
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Anchoring Bias
A common bias is called anchoring bias. This means that once we are presented with a number, we
tend to stick close to that number for future decisions. This can be useful. For example, if you know what
your neighbor’s house recently sold for, that gives you a good anchor for negotiating the sale of your own
home (and not selling for too little). However, anchoring can backfire if your anchor is not relevant
to the decision at hand. For example, 77 GFOA members who participated in our recent webinar also
participated in a survey before the webinar. As part of the survey, members were randomized into
two groups: Half were asked to provide the first three digits of their phone number (which averaged to
473). The other half were asked to provide the last four digits (which averaged to 4348). All participants
were then asked to estimate the number of jelly beans in the jar depicted below. Of course, the phone
numbers the respondents provided were irrelevant to the number of jelly beans, but we can see from the
average guess of the two groups that those people who provided the smaller number for their phone
(i.e., three digits instead of four) provided a lower guess on the number of beans.
Let’s think about how anchoring could apply to budget decisions. Perhaps the most obvious example is
incremental budgeting, where last year’s budget is the basis for next year’s budget. If revenues are stable
and the service demands from the community are consistent from year to year, incremental budgeting
may be a workable shortcut for doing budgeting faster and easier. However, if the government is in a
situation where revenues are not stable and/or there are new challenges that government needs to
confront, then the “anchor” of what was spent before may not be helpful. One way to help overcome
this problem might be to break departmental spending down into programs. Thus, the focus could
shift from what was spent on that department last year to which programs are most important for
addressing current challenges. This is known as priority-based budgeting.

LAST 3 DIGITS
LAST 4 DIGITS
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Another example of anchoring bias is when benchmark statistics from comparable governments are
used as a basis for making decisions about reserves, rates, etc. Though having a reference point can
be helpful in some cases, benchmarks can be a hindrance if they are not relevant to your government’s
context. One of the participants in the webinar, Natalie Morrison from WaterOne, shared a story for
how this impacted WaterOne’s ability to provide affordable rates to its customers.
“For water affordability, it is very common to compare your rates to your neighbors and then also use
a benchmark percentage for the average bill as a percent of median household income. Everyone uses
either their neighbors’ rates or this generic threshold to determine affordability—which may or may not
actually mean the utility is affordable based on the specific demographics of the service territory.
As WaterOne took a closer look at how our lowest income customers might be disproportionately
burdened by their water bill, we liked to use the analogy articulated by Dr. Manny Teodoro that
‘when we are buying shoes, we shouldn’t be measuring our neighbor’s feet.’ Meaning we want to
make decisions based purely on what is best for our rate payers and what our publicly elected Board
determines to be affordable for our rate payers.”
Below is a graphic with benchmarking data and then a new graphic that avoids peer comparisons.
If the objective is to provide affordable water to low-income households, the new graphic seems like
a clear improvement. The old graphic might imply that low-income residents are paying too little!
The new graphic emphasizes how little income low-income residents have, so anything WaterOne
can do to help them save money could make a difference.
WaterOne 2021 Budget | Revenue & Rates
Local Utility Comparison: Typical Monthly Amount as a % of Median Household Income
WaterOne
Olathe
Miami RWD2
Gardner
Water 7
Spring Hill
KCMO
Bonner Springs
DeSoto
BPU

0.6%

0.0%

0.2%

0.4%

0.6%

0.8%

1.0%

1.2%

1.4%

1.6%

1.8%

2.0%

In the graph above, the typical monthly amount is compared to median household income for WaterOne. This provides
a measurement of community affordability. In the graph below, low usage typical monthly amount is compared to the
20th percentile income, representing a comprehensive view of household affordability for WaterOne.
Household Affordability: Low Usage Monthly Amount as a % of 20th Percentile Income After Basic Needs
Housing

Income After
Basic Needs*
$735

Food

Non-water
essential
expenses
WaterOne 3.7%

Taxes
Healthcare

Total Income $3,515

*Please note costs related to transportation, childcare, energy, and
other household needs are not included in Basic Needs calculation.
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The key takeaway here is, first, to think about the relevance of the anchors you are providing to
decision-makers. Whether serving as a comparative reference point or a standalone value, these
can and will shape subsequent decisions. For example, if a budget needs to be rethought, providing
historical numbers might reduce the amount of change people will engage in. Or a comparative
benchmark might not be relevant to your own context.
Second, recognize the weaknesses of incremental budgeting. Sometimes a shortcut is OK. Look for
parts of the budget where shortcuts work well and use them there. Avoid shortcuts for parts of the
budget where a critical examination is required to better serve the community.

Recency Bias
Another bias that afflicts budgeting is called recency bias. This means: That which is more recent
comes to mind more easily, and that which comes to mind more easily tends to be thought of as
more probable, likely or prevalent. For example, when formulating an annual budget, a current “hot
topic” might be overweighted versus long-term, persistent, more important challenges that the local
government faces. One design solution might be to link strategic and long-term planning to the
budgeting process, where decision-makers are reminded of all the issues facing the local government
before making budget decisions.
Another example of recency bias might be where a citizen comes to a public meeting to complain about
an issue they are concerned about but which is not representative of broader community sentiment.
That issue and the citizen’s perspective on it then is overweighted in the discussion. The solution here
might be to make a habit of regular surveys, or to use more representative approaches to community
engagement—and to document the results and keep the results in front of decision-makers.
The commonality between the two solutions is to design a way for decision-makers to “zoom out”
and see the big picture and not give too much attention to the most recent information they’ve been
exposed to.

To mitigate recency
bias, design a way for
decision-makers to
“zoom out” and see
the big picture.
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Departments often
include “padding” in
their budget to protect
them against mistakes.
A pooled contingency
provides protection
and saves money at
the same time.

Assume People Will Make Mistakes
Finally, designing the decision-making environment is not only about mental shortcuts gone awry.
Sometimes people make mistakes in their budget. Of course, department managers know they
might make a mistake and, understandably, are more concerned about underbudgeting than
overbudgeting. Hence, they tend to build some “slack” or “padding” into their budget. When all
departments do this, the total amount of padding can add up. One way to address this is to create
an annual pooled contingency that departments can draw from if they have unplanned, unavoidable
expenditures. This is like an insurance program for department budgets. Local governments that
have used this approach have found that, with this “insurance” in place, departments feel less need
for their own budgetary padding, resulting in significant, ongoing savings. Read more about how to
set up a pooled contingency and its benefits.
The finance officer can anticipate common mistakes people make and prepare mitigating strategies.

Conclusion
Cognitive biases and people’s natural fallibility means that the budget officer needs to design a
decision-making environment that anticipates the effects of biases and fallibility. This article has
provided examples of some essential biases and mistakes and suggested solutions. We encourage
you to learn more about the growing field of behavioral science and how it can be applied to
budgeting. Look for additional articles from GFOA and consider checking out the webinar series
on behavioral science that was recently offered by GFOA.
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I

t is probably safe for us to assume that finance officers are more comfortable with numbers
than most of the decision-makers that the finance officer supports. These decision-makers
are likely more comfortable with narratives. Numbers are often part of the conversation,
yet psychological research shows that people often grossly misunderstand and/or misuse
numbers in favor of their preferred narrative. Of course, finance officers are people too, so
even with a better understanding of numbers than most people, finance officers can fall prey to the
same pitfalls as less numerate people. If we better understand the relationship between narratives
and numbers, then we can structure decisions more wisely.
In this article, we will explore narratives and numbers in four parts:

 What we see is all there is. We tend to overemphasize the information that is most tangible
or available. Numbers are often abstract by comparison.

 We string that into a causal story. People are good at finding patterns. Often, this is a big
advantage; however, it can lead us to find patterns where there are none.

 We continually confirm that story. We want to be right. We tend to overweight information
that supports our preferred conclusions and discount information that doesn’t.

 We translate our inferences imperfectly. We are not good at self-evaluating how accurate
our stories are.

After we go through these items, we’ll examine strategies for how to counteract these pitfalls.
At the end of the article is a case study that illustrates many of the concepts from the article.

If we better understand the relationship
between narratives and numbers, we can
structure decisions more wisely.

This article is based on a webinar series presented by GFOA called “Using Behavioral Science
for Better Decision-Making and Budgeting.” These webinars were well received. Below are a few
reviews from GFOA members:
“I have attended many different GFOA training sessions, both live and online, and I have to
say that this behavioral science webinar was one of the best I have ever participated in!”
“Two thumbs up. It’d be more if I had more thumbs.”
“The behavioral science webinars were insightful and intriguing.”
We have provided this article to bring you some insights from the webinar series. If you’d like to
access a recording of the webinars visit gfoa.org/materials/behavioral-science-2021.
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People may recall
recent experiences
and overlook
relevant but older
information.

What We See is All There Is
Numbers are an abstraction of reality. Therefore, people tend to gravitate toward vivid
information, like examples or anecdotes. In particular, people tend to emphasize information
that is easy to recall. They may recall recent experiences and overlook relevant but older
information. For example, the views of the citizen who spoke at the most recent public hearing
may be weighed more heavily than views expressed at older meetings. People also more easily
recall vivid or extreme examples. So, for instance, a recent natural disaster might get more
attention in planning mitigations than another type of disaster that has historically been more
commonplace.
People’s attraction to narratives and examples means that we can be swayed by anecdotal
evidence and overlook broader, more informative statistics. We’ve all encountered the
argument: “Well, I know a person who…[insert personal experience that seemingly disproves a
broader statistic].” This can happen in public administration too. For example, when evaluating
the effectiveness of a program, people might focus on specific program clients that the program
has helped or failed to help rather than looking at a larger sample of program participants.
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Once we have a story,
we want it to be true.

We String What We See Into a Causal Story
Human beings are great at finding patterns in information, but the downside of this ability
is that we are prone to find patterns in places where meaningful patterns don’t exist. These
false patterns become the basis for a causal explanation of what we observed. The most basic
manifestation of this tendency is termed “Post Hoc Ergo Propter Hoc,” which means because
one event preceded another, the preceding event was the cause. For example, if the police
budget goes up (or down) and the crime rate then goes down (or up), people might conclude
that the change in the police budget was the cause. Perhaps the budget change had something
to do with it, but there are many possible causes of crime, so it is also possible that the budget
change had nothing to do with it.

We Continually Confirm That Story
Once we have a story, we want it to be true. This biases how we take in information. The aptly
named “confirmation bias” is a phenomenon where we take note of evidence that confirms our
story and (subconsciously) ignore evidence that disconfirms it. For example, imagine a school
implements a new program to improve reading. Supporters of the program may tend to focus
on students the program helps and ignore or discount those the program doesn’t help.
Biases may also affect our perception of the past to better support our current beliefs.
“Hindsight bias” means we tend to see past events as more predictable than they were (“I knew
this would happen” or “you should have seen this coming”). This might cause decision-makers
to underestimate the uncertainty inherent in many public finance decisions. “Choice supportive
bias” is where we tend to recall mostly the positive attributes of a choice we have already made
(and even ascribe new, fabricated, positive attributes to the choice) and forget the drawbacks.
This would make critical examination on previous budget decisions, for example, more difficult.
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We Translate Our Inferences Imperfectly
Of course, our stories must meet reality at some point. However, our biased brains often prevent
a clear-eyed assessment. One of the most prominent biases in this vein is the “overconfidence
bias.” The overconfidence bias can manifest in various ways:
 Thinking we are better than we are relative to other people. For example, a survey of
76 GFOA members showed that 81% thought they were in the top 50% of finance officers
in their decision-making ability.
 Thinking we can predict the future more precisely than we really can. To illustrate, research
has shown that when people are asked to put a range around some future value (like next
year’s revenue), they are likely to give a narrower range than what they should be confident in.
 We are too optimistic about how new ventures will turn out. For instance, people routinely
underestimate budgets and schedules for new projects.
Another pitfall in making clear-eyed assessments is our ability to correctly interpret uncertainty.
A common application of this is if someone tells us something will “possibly” or “probably”
happen. When people are asked to put a percentage chance on what they mean by “possibly”
or “probably,” the numbers they give can vary greatly. In fact, some people mean a chance much
less than 50% while others mean a chance much greater than 50%. This could lead to serious
errors in communication.

Our biased
brains often
prevent a
clear-eyed
assessment.
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CASE STUDY
Let’s examine a case study that illustrates many of the pitfalls we just reviewed. We’ll also see one
way to overcome these pitfalls.
A superintendent was presented with an idea by the school district’s English Department for a
program to help middle-school students who were struggling with writing in their English classes.
The program would feature small-group learning, with two students per teacher, to provide
focused help for students who were a year or two behind their peers in their writing skills but
who otherwise seemed well-suited to catch up. The superintendent loved the idea. Not only did
it fill a need to improve students’ writing skills, but it also aligned well with his theory on how
the school district could best help children, which was to provide intensive, targeted support for
struggling students by highly skilled teachers. Therefore, the superintendent and the district made
a substantial commitment to this idea: The program was given a dedicated room, complete with
new computers, new carpeting, and a new paint job—at a cost of $40,000. Further, four full-time
equivalent teachers were dedicated to run the program. Besides the financial commitment, the
superintendent showed his personal commitment. On his regular visits to the school buildings,
he would stop by to see how the program was going—and he liked what he saw. Students were
engaged in orderly and concentrated study with teachers by their sides.
At the same time, a smaller investment was made in a math program to help struggling students,
which was a hybrid of multiple teaching and learning styles. At any one time, one-third of the class
would participate in group lecture with the teacher, a third would work independently, and a third
would work on computer-aided lessons. However, this program was only offered as a concession
to the Math Department, who loudly voiced their displeasure with the disproportional amount of
resources going to English. Needless to say, the superintendent was not personally invested in
this program. When he did go to observe it, what he saw justified his ambivalence: The class was
chaotic, noisy, and did not present a productive learning environment. Further, the teacher of the
program appeared stressed.
When it was time to build next year’s budget, the superintendent was expecting to cut the math
program. However, examining data on program effectiveness was a principle of the district’s
budget process, so it was important to honor this principle and examine the data for these
programs. Regardless, the superintendent reasoned that the math program would be cut because
the data would show the program’s presumably poor results, which would help build support
among the rest of district’s management for cutting the program. Then he got a surprise: The
scores of the students in the math program exceeded expectations. On average, students made
18 months’ progress in a year. Meanwhile, there was no detectable improvement in the abilities of
the participants in the English writing program, considering both grades and the quality of writing
samples. It turned out the noise that the superintendent observed in the math program was the
natural byproduct of middle schoolers getting excited about something (in this case, math), and
the chaos was partially a result of students sneaking into the class because they had heard that
this was the place where they’d finally conquer math. Conversely, the apparent order in the English
class was because, as attendance data showed, about half the students were cutting the class (so
they weren’t there to cause disorder), and the concentrated work between students and teachers
turned out to be not much more than a glorified study hall, where students would get tutoring on
their regular classwork rather than systematic instruction on how to improve their writing abilities.
Perhaps less surprisingly, the English program cost more—almost four times as much!
The decision was clear. The English program was canceled and a new English program was
modeled on the successful math program.
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One way we can’t
avoid the pitfalls is
just being smart.

How to Avoid the Pitfalls of Narratives and Numbers
In the case study, we saw one way to counteract the pitfalls of narratives, but what else can be
done? One way we can’t avoid the pitfalls is just being smart. In fact, research has shown that more
intelligent people (as measured by intelligence tests) are more susceptible to the types of biases we
described. This might be because intelligent people are good at coming up with believable stories
and arguments as to why that story is true. So if we can’t outsmart biases, what are our options?
Independent and Structured Judgment
You can break a decision down into separate criteria. For example, if you were evaluating potential
new programs to achieve some policy goal (e.g., reducing homelessness), you could have criteria
for how effective the program would be and how much it would cost. It might be possible to further
disaggregate these categories. The cost of the program might disaggregate into initial start-up
costs and ongoing costs. The goal is to make the evaluation process focused and deliberate. This
could reduce the possibilities for confirmation bias, for example, because you would be forced to
look at evidence for all of the evaluation categories and not limit yourself to evidence in categories
that support your preferred evaluation result. For example, if you favor the program and it has a low
start-up cost but a large ongoing cost, you might focus on the lower start-up cost and ignore the
ongoing cost. If you establish separate criteria that require you to consider both, you sidestep your
confirmation bias.
You might also engage different people in evaluating each criteria. This way, you bring different
perspectives and prevent anyone’s “story” from dominating the evaluation. For example, a common
problem when evaluating multiple criteria is the “halo effect,” where if the thing being evaluated does
particularly well on one criteria, the evaluator then tends to judge the thing better on other criteria as
well. So if our homelessness program was very effective for helping veterans, for instance, someone
might then judge the program to be more effective for helping other kinds of people than it actually
is. If you split up the evaluation criteria between multiple people, you can avoid the halo effect.
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Scenario planning asks
decision-makers to think
about decisions that would
help the organization thrive
in any version of the future.

Enlist the Outside View
Enlisting the outside view is about finding a wider pool of evidence to inform judgment. To continue
the example of the new homelessness reduction program, the judgments of staff might be too
optimistic on how much the program will cost, how successful it will be, etc. We could enlist the
outside view by looking at other local governments where a similar program has been tried to see
how successful it was and how much it cost. These kinds of analogs can be useful for bringing an
outside perspective to our potentially biased judgments.
Another way to bring in the outside view is to induct objective data into decisions. Data might bring
a different perspective than one’s personal judgment, which we saw in the case study.
Prompt Multiple Construal
As we have seen, we are good at telling ourselves stories. We can harness this talent for better
decision-making using the technique of multiple construal. Decision-makers can be asked to imagine
multiple, different future outcomes. This helps people think more broadly about the future, beyond
their preferred narrative. Scenario planning is a formal, structured way of doing this. Scenario
planning asks decision-makers to consider multiple versions of the future and think about decisions
that would help the organization thrive in any version of the future. Long-term forecasting sometimes
uses scenario planning by showing different versions of forecasts. The GFOA book “Informed
Decision-Making Through Forecasting” describes how to use scenario planning in forecasting.
Another technique is called the “pre-mortem.” It asks people to think about the ways a decision
could go wrong before committing to the decision. This helps reduce unwarranted confidence
about how the decision will turn out and opens up space to think about how to mitigate risks.
Calibrate How You Communicate
Finance officers often have to communicate uncertain future quantities, like forecasts. Finance
officers can use probabilities to express uncertainty. For example, a revenue forecast might be
described in this way: “I’m 75% certain that revenues will increase by at least 1% next year.” Research
has shown that people prefer advisors who quantify their uncertainty but are still confident. The
phrase we just saw omits hedging language like “maybe,” “I’m not sure, but…”, etc. So it comes
across as confident, even though it is expressed as a probabilistic likelihood (75%).
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We can employ
strategies to more
wisely use numbers
for making those
decisions better.

Conclusion
People prefer narratives. Numbers can sometimes be underweighted in decisionmaking or, worse, become nothing more than a tool to confirm our preferred narrative.
By recognizing how narratives influence decision-making, we can employ strategies to
more wisely use numbers for making those decisions better.
The content from this article comes from the field of behavioral science. We encourage
you to learn more about the growing field of behavioral science and how it can be
applied to budgeting. Look for additional articles from GFOA and consider checking
out the webinar series on behavioral science that was recently offered by GFOA.
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L

ocal governments are faced with big challenges and are increasingly asked to address
hard problems such as climate change, social inequalities and drug abuse. Addressing
these problems may require considerable expenditure of public resources. Given the
high stakes of the issues at hand and the potentially large sums of money involved, there
can be a justifiable interest from elected officials and the public that the government
(and its staff) be held “accountable.”

This sounds fine, in theory, but there are some practical problems with a focus on accountability.
Wharton organizational psychologist Adam Grant points out that focusing on only accountability raises
anxiety and impedes communication.1 He shows that a misapplication of accountability contributed
to the Challenger and Columbia space shuttle disasters because it prevented open communication
about the problems that eventually produced the tragic consequences. “Accountability” was defined
as achieving a successful mission. Bringing into question the standard practices that achieved
success in the past were not welcome. In the Challenger and Columbia cases, some NASA engineers
expressed concerns about the safety of the missions that were either ignored or rebuffed.
Government Finance Officers Association’s (GFOA’s) research
echoes Dr. Grant’s findings. Performance measures have been
promoted as a way to improve accountability in budgeting.
However, GFOA research with local governments that were
perceived to be leaders in performance measurement found
that even these governments had problems. Some departments
were picking “easy” measures and/or gaming the results to
make it seem like they were meeting the measure.2 In one case,
a department reported service requests from the public as
“closed” (i.e., completed), even though they weren’t, to meet
a target for closing a certain percentage of requests on time.
Cheating on operational metrics may hide service deficiencies,
but they won’t stay hidden for long, so long as dissatisfied
residents know how to get in touch with their council members.
Likely, the cheating covers up a failure to improve on status quo
performance—which may or may not catch the public’s attention.

When you set
performance
targets, people
often find a way to
achieve them—but
it may not be the
way you hoped.
DR. ADAM GRANT
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The potential downsides of accountability become more serious in the pursuit of larger community
outcomes, such as public health and safety, cleaner air and water, and social equity. Here, gaming the
data is harder to detect and can delay corrective actions that have life-or-death consequences.
A public administrator in one large city described efforts to bring accountability to how the budget
impacts the health of the natural environment as a “box-checking” exercise, where departments gave
vague assurances to the budget office that they were pursuing environmental goals by completing a
form. It is not hard to imagine that a similar situation could develop around the efforts to budget for
“equity” that some local governments are pursuing. This points to a broader risk of accountability.
Those being held accountable tell the story that they know the people holding them accountable want
to hear. This avoids discussing difficult issues that need to be confronted to get real results. Achieving
measurable progress on issues like the environment and social inequalities is difficult under the best of
circumstances. Local governments can make it even harder with the misapplication of accountability.
What is the solution? To be clear, we are not anti-accountability. As ancient wisdom prescribes,
balance in all things. What balances with accountability? Psychological safety. Adam Grant describes
psychological safety in Exhibit 1.3 He points out that NASA did not have psychological safety:
Engineers who raised problems were silenced by managers or even ignored. Other people did not
feel comfortable bringing up problems at all.
EXHIBIT 1 | THE CHARACTERISTICS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY

When You Have It

When You Don’t

Seeing mistakes as an opportunity to learn

Seeing mistakes as a threat to your career

Willing to take risks and fail

Unwilling to rock the boat

Speaking your mind in meetings

Keeping your ideas to yourself

Openly sharing your struggles

Touting only your strengths

Trust in your teammates and supervisors

Fear of your teammates and supervisors

Sticking your neck out

Having your head chopped off

What balances
with accountability?
Psychological safety.
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Psychological Safety vs.
Emotional Safety
Psychological safety is not the same
as “safe spaces” or other forms of
emotional safety that have gotten
attention in recent years. Emotional
safety refers to protecting people
from words that they find upsetting
or offensive. Psychological safety
encourages people to bring up
uncomfortable topics so that they
can be discussed and resolved.

There is biology behind the need for psychological safety. According to the Harvard Business Review,
researchers found that when the workplace feels challenging but not threatening, oxytocin levels in our
brains rise, eliciting trust and trust-making behavior. Conversely, being put on the defensive ignites our
brain’s alarm bell, the amygdala, triggering a fight-or-flight response and shutting down perspective
and analytical reasoning.4

How do you create psychological safety and integrate it with accountability?
First, differentiate between two kinds of accountability: accountability for results and accountability for
process. It is common to think that decisive leadership “demands results.” However, Grant points out
that this is precisely the kind of leadership that contributed to the Challenger and Columbia disasters.
An emphasis on results meant that no one wanted to be seen as failing to deliver results, admitting that
they didn’t have the answer, or questioning processes that have delivered results in the past. Process
accountability, conversely, asks us to evaluate how we get to the results and learn how to do it better.
To illustrate, let’s consider King County, Washington. The county focuses its accountability on measures
that are related to the process being used to meet a goal. Within a given budget cycle, the county
can change the process based on feedback from its measures. The larger goal or outcome might be
to reduce homelessness, but accountability during the budget cycle is centered around the actions
and milestones required to meet the goal, such as how many apartments the county prepares for
inhabitants each quarter. The actions and milestones can be the product of a logic model, like the
one shown in Exhibit 2, which maps out the relationship of a program’s resources and activities to its
outputs and outcomes.

Government Finance Officers Association
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EXHIBIT 2 | LOGIC MODEL

ACTIVITIES

OUTPUTS

INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

ULTIMATE OUTCOMES

Purchase or
rent housing
• Identify
housing stock
• Negotiate
with owner/
landlord
• Meet with
neighbors
to assuage
concerns

Develop
standards for
occupancy
Recruit and
train staff

Make housing
available
• Prepare
apartments
for inhabitants
• Maintain
apartments

Previously
homeless people
live in housing

Residents avail
themselves of
support services

Previously
homeless people
become stable
residents

Provide physical
& mental health,
drug addiction,
& employment
counseling

Recruit chronically
homeless people
for the project

It is easier for leadership to ask questions about the process of preparing apartments and how that
might be improved than it is to ask (and answer) the larger questions, such as why homelessness exists.
For example, King County leadership asks questions like:
 What is the target? How many apartments do you aim to prepare?
 What are the obstacles? What might cause you to miss the target? How can county leadership help?
 What are the countermeasures? What actions can we take to overcome the obstacles?
Questions like these encourage an environment like the left-hand column of Exhibit 1, Grant’s table of
the characteristics of psychological safety. These questions invite dialogue and honest inquiry from
participants. Process accountability is not about losing sight of the end results that really matter; it’s
about aligning accountability with responsibility and influence so that people feel they are treated
fairly so the team succeeds or fails together. This is not to suggest that the larger questions about
homelessness are never asked; rather, those questions are asked as part of a strategic planning
process that produces a logic model like Exhibit 2. However, measures of the ultimate outcomes (the
rightmost column in Exhibit 2) are not used to manage day-to-day performance. Instead, measures
of the process are used (activities and outputs in Exhibit 2). Later in this paper, we will describe “Turn
the Curve” planning—a method to ask the larger questions and arrive at answers that can be used to
create process steps and measures.
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Once process measures are in place, the data they produce can be periodically reviewed. King County
has used “roundings” to review performance data. Executive management visits the departments,
who lead their own presentations of the data. These are named after the rounds performed by
doctors to check on patients. This is different from being called into the executive leadership’s office
to explain data that the executive has gathered. The roundings contribute to an atmosphere of joint
problem-solving between departments and executive leadership and not an atmosphere of inquisition.
Roundings make departments the owners of a performance management process and not something
executive leadership does to them.
Ultimately, balancing accountability (particularly process accountability) and psychological safety is
about building a learning culture, where ideas that don’t work (which will be many when trying to address
complex community challenges) are used to bring local government closer to ideas that will work.
Building a learning culture starts with leadership’s example. Convincing people that it is OK to bring up
shortcomings is a hard sell. To create psychological safety, leaders can make a habit of admitting their
own vulnerabilities and identifying how they, personally, are learning and seeking to improve. If leaders
can be open and authentic about these things, then the people they lead will be more willing to do so.
In fact, Grant found that when managers criticized themselves verbally in front of their employees, it
increased psychological safety for a year.5

When you acknowledge
your shortcomings out
loud, you’re not just
claiming you’re open to
criticism—you’re proving
you can take it.
DR. ADAM GRANT

In King County, leadership has put great effort into
modeling “red is OK”—referring to an indicator
being “red” on the stoplight-inspired color-coding
system of indicator performance that the county
uses. Leadership does not want staff to feel that they
need to hide red indicators. Hence, red is OK, but
departments may need to have a plan to deal with
underperforming indicators (and executive leadership
can help clear barriers to put the plan into action). This
is an example of emphasizing process accountability
over simply accountability for results.
Leaders may need to understand that everything they
say and do, no matter how subtle, sends a signal that
is monitored by their team. Something as mundane
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as how a meeting room is arranged can set the stage for either collaboration or confrontation, or for
feelings of freedom or fear. Many of the cities and counties that copied Baltimore’s CitiStat concept
did not copy the layout of the CitiStat room—a podium in front of a semicircular table that evoked
a congressional hearing more than an internal work session (see Exhibit 3). Instead, they sat the
participants around a large table. As a chief administrative officer, one of the authors took the further
step of seating department heads next to him and not across from him in stat meetings so that they
were looking at the data together, as partners.

EXHIBIT 3 | THE ORIGINAL ROOM LAYOUT FOR BALTIMORE’S CITISTAT

A learning culture is built on more than empathy and equality. It requires practices that integrate
learning into how the organization plans, operates and makes decisions. One such practice is “Turn the
Curve” planning.
Turn the Curve planning, first introduced by Mark Friedman, is a disciplined way of thinking and taking
action to improve performance and results for customers and communities.6 The philosophy behind
Turn the Curve is captured in a quote from John Dewey: “A problem well put is half-solved.”
As shown in Exhibit 4, Turn the Curve starts with data about something that matters, be it a
communitywide indicator, such as homelessness; the labor force participation rate; or a service-level
performance measure, such as the percentage of job training graduates gaining employment. The
process ends with strategies for how to turn the “curve”—or data trend—in the right direction. In
between is an exploration into why the curve is shaped the way it is, where it will go if nothing changes,
what might work to get better results, who can help, and what needs to be done.
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EXHIBIT 4 | TURN THE CURVE PLANNING PROCESS7

1

What is the “end”?

2

How are we doing?

Choose either a result and indicator or a performance measure.

3

Graph the historic baseline and forecast for the indicator or performance measure.

What is the story behind the curve of the baseline?
Briefly explain the story behind the baseline; the factors (positive and negative, internal and external)
that are most strongly influencing the curve of the baseline.

4

Who are partners who have a role to play in turning the curve?

5

What works to turn the curve?

6

What do we propose to do to turn the curve?

Identify partners who might have a role to play in turning the curve of the baseline.

Determine what would work to turn the curve of the baseline. Include no-cost/low-cost strategies.

Determine what you and your partners propose to do to turn the curve of the baseline.

Turn the Curve produces a well-informed action plan, the execution of which becomes the focus of
accountability. Turn the Curve changes the role of performance measurement. Instead of being a
grading system for managers, it becomes a way of determining if the strategies in the action plan are
the right ones. In other words, it informs ongoing inquiry, not interrogation.

Numbers vs. Narratives
Many of the methods we described
rely on data to help make decisions.
It is important to remember that
not everyone is an eager consumer
of numbers. It is important to
accompany numbers with stories and
illustrative examples to communicate
with the broadest possible audience.

To conclude, we agree that local governments
need to be accountable for the resources they
use. However, there is a paradox—emphasizing
accountability for results may lead to worse results
over the long run (and maybe even the short run).
This is because people may be inhibited from
asking tough questions and taking the necessary
risks to figure out how to get results on difficult
issues that local governments face. Governments
should still be concerned with getting results,
but they can be equally (if not more) concerned
with examining the processes used to get results,
continually refining the processes, and creating an
environment where people feel safe to bring up
concerns, admit shortcomings and offer ideas for
new ways of working.
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Strategic planning is a long-standing “best practice” in public finance. This is for good reason, as it
is important to think strategically and long term in a volatile and resource-constrained environment.
However, strategic planning, as it is commonly practiced, has limitations. This paper, part of GFOA’s
Rethinking Budgeting initiative, calls into question fundamental underlying assumptions of traditional
strategic planning and proposes a new approach that is better suited to meet the challenges
governments face today.

Three Unwritten Rules of Traditional
Strategic Planning
Let’s examine the conventional wisdom around strategic planning, which has three unwritten rules
that often underpin how local governments approach strategic planning.
Planning involves following prescribed steps, like developing a “vision statement.”
Planning and long-term thinking are done at a certain time, like once per year, as part of
a planning process that precedes budgeting. It is done by certain people, like department
directors, perhaps with support from budget staff.
Long-term priorities should be stable over time, should cover all of what the organization
does, and drive department actions.
These unwritten rules have consequences. Consider the first rule: Planning involves prescribed steps
at certain times, like a vision statement, long-term goals, performance measures, etc. This might be
the most harmful assumption. The routine steps of planning give a false sense of certainty about an
uncertain future. The steps of planning serve as a (poor) substitute for strategies that will be robust
under different possible futures. Further, as steps become routine, they tend to lose the connection
to what might have made them valuable. For example, many people are familiar with the eye rolls and
maybe even audible groans that accompany the mention of a “vision statement.” These reactions are
often well deserved, as many vision statements are generic boilerplate that could belong to any local
government. However, a powerful vision is transformative of a local government, as we will explore later.
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Overly routine planning can cause participants to become cynical about planning and long-term
thinking. Routinized planning can become oriented toward producing a planning document and not
making sure the process is meaningful. This can be a case of the “tail wagging the dog,” where the
“need” to produce a document diminishes the value of the process.
The second unwritten rule, that planning is done at
certain times by certain people, often results in the
compartmentalization of planning. For example, plans
may be created by elected officials and executive
leadership but seem irrelevant to the working lives
of frontline staff and citizens (who sometimes have a
better understanding of on-the-ground realities). The
second unwritten rule positions planning as a top-down
process, performed by “experts” (usually staff). Right
or wrong, society has developed a distrust of experts.1

The steps of routinized
planning serve as a (poor)
substitute for strategies
that will be robust under
different possible futures.

The COVID-19 pandemic has made obvious the limits of one part of the third unwritten rule: Longterm priorities should be stable over time. Putting aside COVID-19, local governments are in a volatile
environment. For example, information technology brings rapid changes in the economy and social
movements. This volatility means that governments and their plans are at added risk of failing to
adapt to changing conditions. A government may feel committed to achieving the goals or tasks in a
strategic plan, even as they become irrelevant due to changing conditions.
The other part of the third unwritten rule is: Strategies should cover everything the organization
does and drive department actions. A strategic plan that tries to include the whole organization risks
producing a bad strategy for three reasons: First, an effective strategy is focused on a limited set of
the most important issues. Local governments often offer a broad set of services (and departments).
Focused strategies will rarely cover everything a government does. Second, proceeding from the
mindset that a plan must cover everything may cause the government to root strategies in what
the government is already doing. This is because if every department is expected to have a goal or
task related to the strategy, it is easier to do if the strategy is based on what they are already doing!
In some cases, current capabilities might be a fine basis for a strategy; but in other cases, they may
not. Third, the exercise to reach a comprehensive plan can be exhausting for all involved, stretching
resources to the breaking point.
Let’s look at how these rules may make strategic planning counterproductive, not just ineffective.
Consider the following description of how strategic planning might work under the rules:
The local government develops a strategic plan that has a list of tasks or goals (rule 1).
Executive leadership then celebrates every quarter or so when they check off tasks as done—
or they give a list of reasons why they were not done (rule 2).
There is a chance that conditions changed since the plan was completed, so even if the local
government finished all the tasks, it might not be any closer to achieving its goals, and it likely
did not learn from those times when it failed (rule 3).
Elected officials may put bonus programs in place for their chief appointed executive officer
based on completing the strategic plan, creating an incentive to check off the boxes, even if
they are no longer relevant (rules 1, 2, and 3).
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Rethinking the Rules
Military theorist Carl von Clausewitz said: “No plan survives contact with the enemy.” Boxer Mike
Tyson had a more prosaic take: “Everybody has a plan until they get punched in the face.” General
Dwight D. Eisenhower agreed with both, but adds: “Plans are nothing, planning is everything.”
This means that detailed plan documents have limited value because they will become obsolete
when the world changes. However, Eisenhower’s point was that thinking about the future and how
we might shape it is invaluable. A rethought planning process maximizes forward-thinking and
continuous strategy development and minimizes detailed planning that “won’t survive contact with
the enemy.” In that spirit, we will not offer a new set of rules. Rather, we will suggest design principles,
summarized in the table below and explained after. Local governments can use the design principles
to develop a planning process that fits their circumstances.
Accept uncertainty

Develop a rolling planning process

Define the problem before defining the solution

Make sure planning is collaborative

Provide focus by introducing constraints

Make sure planning is fair

Detailed plan documents
have limited value because
they will become obsolete
when the world changes.
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1. Accept uncertainty
Uncertainty is uncomfortable. Traditional strategic planning offers the comfort of a structured
process, but it can’t change that the future is largely unknowable. Accepting uncertainty doesn’t
mean giving up on planning or strategy. It means that the approach to planning and strategy must
accept our limited knowledge of the future. For example, futurist Amy Webb advocates dispensing
with timelines (a linear approach) and adopting time cones (an expansive, adaptive approach). We
show a time cone in Exhibit 1. The left end is closer to the present, where the near future is more
predictable. To the right is the far future, which is less predictable. This implies that strategic planning
should have different emphases at different time scales.

EXHIBIT 1 | THE TIME CONE*
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The time cones shows us that tactics, strategy, and vision are all, simultaneously, part of strategic planning but receive
different emphasis based on how far you are looking into the future.

Four to 10+ years: Vision. The vision is an aspirational state for the community. It should be broad
enough that it can conform to changes in strategy that go with newly elected leadership but not so
broad as to be meaningless. The San Antonio 2020 vision threads this needle. It also has proven
staying power: It has survived three changes in mayoral administrations. Collaboration across the
community to form and maintain the vision has been key to the vision’s longevity. Thousands of San
Antonio citizens helped create the vision. Many public, private, and nonprofit organizations are active
participants in moving the vision forward toward reality. You can read more about San Antonio’s
vision and comparable efforts in other communities in this GFOA report.2
* The concept of the time cone is originally from: Webb, A. (July 30, 2019). How to do strategic planning like a futurist. Harvard Business
Review. GFOA has modified Webb’s conception to better fit what we believe to be distinct circumstances of local governments
compared to the private firms that were Webb’s main audience.
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Let’s illustrate what a vision contributes to our discussion of strategy with examples from education
and public safety. A community might have a vision for on-time graduation rates for a percentage of
students (perhaps higher than the state average, for example). A community might want to reduce
street-level violence, perhaps as measured by homicide or aggravated assault rates. Either of these could
be further broken down to measure how other neighborhoods or populations are doing compared to the
vision. Also, issues like graduation rates and street-level violence are likely to be ongoing concerns for
communities that prioritize them.
Over time, good strategic planning can lead to a change in how these issues are addressed and to major
improvements to community well-being. To explain, both graduation rates and street-level violence often
have root causes in public health issues. Students who experience hunger or homelessness don’t come
to school ready to learn. Street-level violence often spreads through a community, much like a disease,
and it can be countered using techniques from public health.3 A strategic plan can offer the vehicle
for combining public health resources with traditional education and public safety programs. There
are also other opportunities for cross-disciplinary and cross-sector solutions to the complex problems
that communities are faced with. A good strategic plan is a forum for convening the right players and
coordinating their actions for a lasting impact.
Two to four years: Strategy. Strategy defines the direction and priorities how the organization will
achieve the vision. Two to four years is a proper time horizon for strategies because the future beyond
two years is too fluid for tactics to be feasible. We use four years as an outer limit to correspond with the
typical term of office for elected officials. The composition of a local government’s elected leadership
is a key determinant of direction and priorities. This is not to say strategies should never look more than
four years ahead. Making a difference in the complex problems local governments are asked to deal with
might take more than four years! Rather, planning should give special attention to the two- to four-year
time horizon. If the public can see positive results in two to four years, people who support the strategy
will likely be elected to office to continue the strategy.

Flexibility in Strategies Serves Metroparks
As the time cone suggests, planning should be careful about being overconfident about what the future holds.
Planning can consider alternative futures and different strategies for those futures. Cleveland Metroparks has a
10-year planning horizon but emphasizes remaining flexible. William Chroba, CFO of Metroparks, says: “Imagine
a highway—you can change lanes, but you have to stay within the guardrails.” This was put into practice when
declining revenues and supply chain problems during COVID-19 required the Metroparks to reconsider its capital
construction strategy. Metroparks refocused on smaller projects that didn’t require materials that were in short
supply in order to make progress toward Metropark’s larger vision.
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We’ll use our example of high school graduation and street-level violence to illustrate strategies.
For graduation rates, a strategy might be to prevent or mitigate summer learning loss and to focus
limited resources on kids at greatest risk of not graduating. For street-level violence, the strategy
might be to prevent violence by identifying and interrupting the vectors along which violence starts.
For example, in some communities, perceived slights can escalate to potentially deadly violence.
One to two years: Tactics. Tactics are appropriate where there is more certainty about the environment.
Examples might involve implementing new programs, abolishing obsolete or unaffordable programs,
or fine-tuning existing services. Tactics have a direct connection to the budget but are not synonymous
with it. Tactics are putting the strategy into action, and some actions may not fit neatly in the budget.
For example, some local governments have used a “business plan” to establish tactics for two years
while only developing a detailed annual budget. A business plan describes how strategies will be carried
out and the tactics that will be pursued. Certainly, the budget should reflect the tactics, but planners
remain aware that tactics could go beyond the budget. For example, tactics could be reflected in
human resource practices, operational plans maintained by departments, and other management tools.
To illustrate what “tactics” look like, let’s continue our earlier examples. For preventing summer
learning loss and focusing limited resources, a school district might identify the subjects in which poor
grades are predictive of graduation problems and concentrate summer learning programs on those
subjects for students who don’t do well. The district could build partnerships with organizations like
libraries or local nonprofits that might help kids stay intellectually engaged during the summer.
For preventing violence by identifying and interrupting the vectors along which violence spreads,
tactics might include:* 1) detecting and interrupting potentially violent conflicts, 2) identifying and
treating people who are at highest risk of committing violence, and 3) mobilizing the community to
change norms.
* These tactics are taken from Cure Violence, an evidence-based approach that has been implemented by several city governments.
See: https://cvg.org/what-we-do

How Can Leaders Maintain Credibility While
Embracing Uncertainty?
Leadership credibility is often associated with providing people with
certainty about the future direction of an organization. Leaders can
maintain credibility with their team while embracing uncertainty by:
 Helping team members understand and accept that the future is
uncertain. Stories from the organization’s history of how changing
conditions demanded change from the organization can help.
 Working with team members to develop options to respond to
a changing future and not rely on a single strategy.
 Helping the team make sense of information about a changing
strategic environment.
 Assuring the team that while the leader is uncertain about the
way forward, the leader is confident in the team members’ skills
and abilities to determine the right course.
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Defining the problem allows the
government to understand the
causes of the problem. With the
root causes identified, solutions
will be easier to find.

2. Define the problem before defining the solution
As part of strategic planning, local governments are often asked to face
complex problems like degradation of the natural environment, increasing
economic opportunities, reevaluating how public safety is provided, racial
disparities, drug addiction, and more. In the GFOA paper “Defining the
Problem: The Missing Piece to Local Government Planning,” we show why
the traditional planning process is unsuitable for complex problems. One
reason is that the traditional process is linear. The underlying assumption
is that the future will look like the past and incremental adjustments are
made in revenues and expenditures from year to year. As Exhibit 1 showed,
a strategic planning process should not assume linear time scales.

DEFINING THE PROBLEM
The Missing Piece to
Local Government Planning

For more information, visit gfoa.org/rethinking-budgeting

Read the paper

Defining the problem allows the government to understand the causes of the problem. With the
root causes identified, solutions will be easier to find. Let’s continue with high school graduation
rates as an illustration of finding and acting on root causes. We can start by finding out the subjects
in which poor grades are most predictive of graduation problems. For example, one school district
found that students who do not pass algebra and physics in ninth grade tend not to complete
high school. Looking deeper, the district realized that poor math skills were a cause of struggles
in algebra and physics. Hence, students who don’t do well in middle school math classes were
unlikely to do well in ninth grade algebra or physics. This led to a program called “Grade 8.5,” where
kids who don’t meet benchmarks in eighth grade math are invited to attend summer school at
the high school they will be attending in the fall to revisit key math skills, become familiar with the
school and teachers, and learn the study skills for success in high school. Grade 8.5 was adopted
districtwide after it was proven by a pilot program at one of the district’s largest high schools. The
district looked back in the chain of events to intervene before students struggle with middle school
math. This led to the creation of Grade 5.5. Fifth grade students who are likely to struggle in middle
school attend a summer course that helps them adapt to the routines they will encounter in middle
school, such as having their own locker, working with many teachers throughout the day, and preteaching literacy and math skills necessary for transition to middle school.
Our example is not a full definition of the problem. There is more to on-time graduation than math
skills. The district this example was adapted from pursued root cause analysis on other contributors
to graduations rates as well. GFOA’s “Defining the Problem” explains the benefits of defining the
problem and how to do it. The main takeaway of this paper is that local government budget officers
should design a process that includes problem definition as a key part of planning.
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3. Provide focus by introducing constraints
A risk in strategic planning is trying to cover too much. For example, there may be a belief that every
department has to be covered in the plan. Or there may be many issues facing the community with a
wish to address them all. However, a local government only has so much capacity to act. A planning
process needs to identify the most important strategies and, of those, the ones that give the local
government (and its partners) the best chance for success.
You can provide focus by introducing constraints on what the strategic planning process will consider.
Constraints can be a filter to remove some strategies from consideration and highlight trade-offs
between different strategies. That filter can take the form of criteria used to judge what strategies to
take on. Important criteria include: 4
Legitimacy and support. This speaks to support among elected officials and the extent to
which a strategy is politically acceptable. Beyond that, it speaks to the presence of broad and
deep support for taking on a strategy. This is crucial for aligning the authority and money
needed to see the strategy through.
Operational capacity. The local government can enact the strategy and maintain it over
the time necessary to get results. The capabilities might include human resources, financial,
administrative, technological, etc. These could be held by the local government itself or partner
organizations.
Public value. The strategy has the potential to make a positive difference in the lives of
stakeholders at a reasonable cost. This could include the evidence in favor of the strategy
being effective to achieve the vision. Strategies that address root causes or prevent problems
from occurring in the first place are often more valuable. For example, ensuring students are
reading at grade level by the third grade will not only positively impact on-time graduation
rates but also future crime rates.5
Speaking of evaluation criteria, veteran budgeteers may wonder how a focused strategy could
serve as a filter for deciding where to allocate money in the budget. If strategies should be focused
on a limited number of critical problems, then much of the local government’s operations will not
be related to the strategy. If that’s the case, how do you evaluate budget requests, many of which
will concern operations that fall outside of the strategic focus? First, if a strategy is focused, it helps
identify the most valuable budget requests. It helps prevent “strategic alignment” from becoming a
box-checking exercise, where every request is related to the strategy in some way. That said, local
government will always have responsibility for day-to-day services, and those services may not
necessarily be “strategic.” Budget requests that don’t support the strategy could be evaluated on
their potential for maintaining acceptable standards for day-to-day services.
This model of strategic planning will be more successful for governments that approach budgeting
as funding services and outcomes rather than funding departments. Our examples of focusing on
education or crime as strategies require a multidepartment—or even multisector—approach to make
sustainable progress. Improving on-time graduation rates as a strategy could be supported by
programs in the libraries, parks and recreation, social services, and nonprofit agencies.
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4. Develop a rolling planning process
Strategic plans should avoid over-specifying long-term goals that will be rendered obsolete by
changing conditions. Further, the time cone (Exhibit 1) tells us that strategy cannot be thought of as
a straight line. Rather, adjustments will need to be made to respond to changing conditions. A rolling
planning process should precede budgeting to update strategies and tactics, as seen in Exhibit 1.
The goal is not to produce a new “strategic plan” but rather to guide the budget process about where
resources should be allocated.
Specifically, the goals of a rolling plan are twofold.
First, refine the strategies to consider the changing conditions and priorities. Perhaps conditions have
changed such that your underlying assumptions are less certain or more certain. Or maybe there
are new opportunities or new problems to be considered. An example of the former might be a new
grant that makes a strategy more cost-effective than it was before. An example of the latter might be
that one of your strategies is not producing the results you thought it would. For instance, perhaps
not enough kids are taking part in summer learning programs to make a big difference in graduation
rates. Or perhaps a partnership with a local nonprofit to deliver the programs is not working well.
This might mean adjusting or abandoning old strategies in favor of something more suitable to the
changed conditions.
Second, confirm the tactics that will be addressed in the budget. This should flow from your refined
strategies. Let’s continue our case of improving high school graduation rates. If the definition of the
problem suggests a “Grade 8.5” and “Grade 5.5” program, like our example school district, then the
budget should provide funding for pilot programs to try the strategies and for continued funding if
the pilots prove successful.
A rolling planning process could become administratively
burdensome if it tries to do too much. The rolling plan
just needs to guide what to fund in the budget and make
sure that the strategies stay relevant to changing realities.
Some elements of strategic planning do not need to be
revisited every year:
The vision. There should not be a need to change
the vision from year to year.
Definition of the problems that planning is meant
to address. Earlier, we advocated for defining the
problem before defining solutions. This does not
mean that the problem needs to be re-litigated
each year. A problem can be analyzed once, then
strategies developed, allies recruited to help, and
strategies and partnerships refined from year to year.

Beware of Overcorrecting
the Course
One risk of a rolling plan is
overreacting to short-term
changes in the environment. If you
define the problem and its root
causes, you can use the results
as your North Star or touchstone
each year. Does a change in the
environment call into question the
nature of the problem? In most
cases, probably not. A change may
call for refinement to the strategy
or tactics but not a total revision.

Of course, these items need to be updated at some point, but when? One approach might be to
expand the planning process to address these items at the start of elected officials’ terms of office.
Each local government will have to decide what will work best. For some, it might work well to align
with the term of a chief elected official, like a mayor. For others, it might be better to align with the
terms of a larger governing board.
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Exhibit 2 shows a rolling plan interacts with a budget. It shows that a rolling plan could involve more
steps than the conventional approach to strategic planning, especially in a volatile environment. The
benefit is that the rolling plan will be better for guiding budget decisions. If the environment remains
stable, though, the rolling plan and the conventional approach will need similar levels of effort. This is
because the strategies and tactics will not need as much updating.
EXHIBIT 2 | ROLLING PLAN, THE BUDGET, AND A COMPARISON TO OTHER APPROACHES

Traditional budget has no strategy. With no overarching guidance,
the budget tends to be incremental where future budgets are based
on historical precedent.

No Strategy

Allocate
Resources

Monitor
Results

Conventional approach to strategic planning provides overarching
guidance, but that guidance may be rendered obsolete by changing
conditions. Because the plan doesn’t change in response, neither
does the budget.

Consult
Existing
Strategic
Plan

Allocate
Resources

Monitor
Results

Rolling plan is initiated
with a vision and problem
definition. Initiation can be
aligned with the term of
office of key elected officials.

Define the
Problem

Define
Strategies
& Tactics

Allocate
Resources

Monitor
Results

Refine
Strategies

Confirm
Tactics

Allocate
Resources

Monitor
Results

Establish
a Vision

Rolling plan makes necessary refinements
to strategies and tactics. Any necessary
adjustments to how resources are allocated
are reflected in the budget.

Strategic plans should
avoid over-specifying
long-term goals that will
be rendered obsolete by
changing conditions.
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If people are involved in planning,
then they are more likely to be
committed to the strategies that
planning produces. If they are
simply handed the strategies and
told “do it,” then their commitment
will likely be half-hearted at best.

5. Make sure planning is collaborative
For planning to have a positive impact, it must be collaborative. The reason
is simple: If people are involved in planning, then they are more likely to
be committed to the strategies that planning produces. If they are simply
handed the strategies and told “do it,” then their commitment will likely be
half-hearted at best. There should be plenty of ways to involve others in
planning. Here are some examples:
Surveys can be used to discover the issues that are of great concern
to the community, including subgroups within the community (e.g.,
minority groups), to make sure the whole community is represented.

THE ACCOUNTABILITY TRAP
Why Too Much Focus on Results Can Make
You Worse Off and What to do About It

| gfoa.org

Read the paper

Defining the problem can involve a range of stakeholders inside and outside of government.
The Rethinking Budgeting Report “The Accountability Trap” gives an example of a process
called “Turn the Curve” to do just that.
A wide range of stakeholders can be involved in developing strategies. “The Accountability
Trap” discusses how to create a high-performing, collaborative environment.
Elected officials and department heads can be involved in rolling updates to refine strategies
and tactics each year.
These examples are not intended to be exhaustive. Local governments can find other ways to make
strategic planning collaborative. The Rethinking Budgeting initiative will offer other guidance on
public engagement.
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6. Make sure planning is fair
Fairness is easy to overlook in an expert-driven, top-down planning process. If the process is not
perceived as fair, it will not have support. The two core elements of fairness are procedural and
distributive justice.
Procedural justice concerns whether the process itself is perceived as fair. Are the decision-makers
being objective and neutral? Is it clear how the process works? Are participants treated with dignity,
and do they have a voice? Procedural justice is critical because people are more willing to accept a
decision or action that goes against their self-interest when they perceive that the process that led to
the decision was fair. Here are the features of a procedurally just process and how strategic planning
could fulfill these features:
Decisions are based on accurate information. This feature can be met by defining the
problem before defining the solution. This creates a shared definition of the problem for all
participants.
A transparent and consistent set of decision-making criteria is applied equally to everyone.
We described three criteria that could be used to filter potential strategies. There will likely
be other points in a strategic planning process where a range of options has to be narrowed
down. Transparent and consistent criteria can be defined for those decision points too.
All affected stakeholders are given the opportunity for input. In the design criteria of
collaborative decision-making, we described several options for getting stakeholder input.
Our discussion of distributive justice, coming next, also has implications for stakeholder
engagement.
Mistakes are recognized and corrected. A rolling planning process refines the strategies that
will be followed and the tactics that will be funded in the budget. Inherent in this refinement
is evaluating what is working and what is not. Remember, perception is critical: Stakeholders
must be aware that this evaluation cycle exists for it to impact their perceptions of fairness.

Procedural justice is critical
because people are more
willing to accept a decision
or action that goes against
their self-interest when they
perceive that the process that
led to the decision was fair.
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Distributive justice concerns how resources are allocated. Distributive justice is determined by
comparing the “actual reward” of some resource to our internal belief of a “just reward.”6 There are two
parts of strategic planning where distributive justice comes into play.
The first is deciding what community problems and strategies to focus on. For example, if the concerns
of a minority group are consistently sidelined and go unaddressed by planning, then that group will
believe the process is unfair and may result in them not
participating in planning. The solution to this problem
could be a collaborative planning process that gives the
entire community opportunity to influence planning
The solution could be a
and ensures that concerns from every segment of the
collaborative planning
community have equal opportunity for consideration.

process that gives the entire

The second part is how the strategies impact the
community an opportunity
budget. For example, if the strategies are perceived to
overwhelmingly “benefit” the budget of one department,
to influence planning.
then perceptions of unfairness will arise. Of course, if you
focus planning on certain issues, some departments will
surely have a greater role in the strategies than others. A possible solution is to create an opportunity
for cross-departmental strategies and tactics. Not only will this counteract feelings of unfairness,
but it will also likely generate better solutions. After all, the solutions to the complex problems local
government strategic planning must deal with are rarely contained in a single department. To explain,
let’s consider our example of street-level violence. Cities that have used the approach we outlined often
involve the public health department, not just the police department. This is because violence has
many similarities to disease, and public health departments have experience with disease prevention.
Adopting a mindset that complex problems require multidisciplinary solutions can open up chances
for multiple departments to contribute to the strategy via their day-to-day activities. For example, for
either improving community safety or graduation rates, parks and recreation, libraries, social services,
police, and fire all might have a role.
How the budget is distributed to different parts of the community could be an issue: Some parts of
the community may be consistently underserved. This could be addressed by separating the vision
to focus on different geographies or populations. For graduation rates, there could be large gaps
between different racial groups, so resources could be focused in that way. Or perhaps some schools
struggle more with graduation rates than others, so more help could be provided to those schools.

It is also important to consider who needs what services. Street-level violence is a greater problem in
some neighborhoods than others, typically low-income or mostly minority neighborhoods. So distributive
justice may require identifying the needs of marginalized groups and how to meet those needs.

Conclusion
Good strategy is essential for a local government budget to give the public the best value from their
tax dollars. A good strategy identifies issues of great importance to the community and provides
an effective means by which those issues can be addressed. However, the conventional approach
to strategic planning often prevents good strategy and forestalls adapting to changing conditions.
Strategic planning that is focused on producing a plan may be rendered obsolete by changing
conditions. Strategic planning that is focused on iterative planning and producing flexible strategies
that is responsive to changing conditions has a better chance of producing good strategies—strategies
that are relevant, responsive, and inclusive of issues facing the community. In this paper, we outlined
some design principles to help local governments put into place such a planning process.
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Anatomy of a Priority-Driven
Budget Process
Introduction
The traditional approach to governmental budgeting is incremental: The current year’s budget
becomes the basis for the next year’s spending
plan, and the majority of the organization’s analytical and political attention focuses on how to
modify this year’s spending plan based on revenues anticipated in the next year.1 An incremental approach is workable, if suboptimal, in periods of reasonably stable expenditure and revenue
growth because the current level of expenditures
can be funded with relatively little controversy.
However, the incremental approach to budgeting
is not up to the financial challenges posed by the
new normal of relatively flat or declining revenues, upward cost pressures from health care,
pensions, and service demands, and persistent
structural imbalances.2
Priority-driven budgeting3 is a common sense,
strategic alternative to incremental budgeting.
Priority budgeting is both a philosophy of how to
budget scarce resources and a structured,
although flexible, step-by-step process for doing
so. The philosophy of priority-driven budgeting
is that resources should be allocated according to
how effectively a program or service achieves the

goals and objectives that are of greatest value to
the community. In a priority-driven approach, a
government identifies its most important strategic priorities, and then, through a collaborative,
evidence-based process, ranks programs or services according to how well they align with the
priorities. The government then allocates funding
in accordance with the ranking.
The purpose of this paper is to describe factors
that have led governments to adopt priority
budgeting and to identify the essential concepts
and steps in such a process, including the adaptations individual governments have made to
customize priority-driven budgeting to local conditions. The paper is based on the experiences of
the governments below, which were selected for
variety in organization size, type of government,
and approach to budgeting.4 This paper builds on
prior publications about priority-driven budgeting by taking a step back from specific approaches to budgeting and describing the major steps in
the process and then outlining options for putting those steps into operation. It is GFOA’s
hope that this paper will give those who are new
to priority-driven budgeting a solid base from
which to get started, and to provide veterans of
priority-driven budgeting with ideas for further
adapting and sustaining priority-driven budgeting in their organizations.

Our Research Participants
City of Savannah, Georgia
City of Walnut Creek, California
Mesa County, Colorado
City of San Jose, California
Polk County, Florida
City of Lakeland, Florida
Snohomish County, Washington

GFOA Research and Consulting / www.gfoa.org

(pop.
(pop.
(pop.
(pop.
(pop.
(pop.
(pop.

131,000)
64,000)
146,093)
1,023,000)
580,000)
94,000)
683,655)
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Leading the Way to Priority-Driven
Budgeting
Priority budgeting represents a fundamental
change in the way resources are allocated. The
governing body and the chief executive must
understand and support the process and communicate that support throughout the organization.
In addition, these officials must be willing to
carry out their decision-making responsibilities in
a way that is consistent with a priority-driven
process. The change an organization desires to
bring about by virtue of implementing prioritydriven budgeting won’t happen overnight, so
those leading the move to priority budgeting
must make it clear that this type of budgeting is
not a one-time event – it is the “new normal.” To
see the change through for the long-term, leaders
must have a passion for the philosophy underlying priority-driven budgeting, but at the same

time, they must not be overly committed to any
particular budgeting technique or process. They
must remain adaptable and able to respond to the
circumstances while remaining true to the philosophy. If the organization doesn’t have this type of
leadership, it might be better to delay prioritydriven budgeting or look to another budgeting
reform that has greater support. The “Philosophy
of Priority-Driven Budgeting” sidebar describes
the philosophy of priority-driven budgeting and
its central principles. Use these principles to test
the support among critical stakeholders and to
build a common understanding of the tenets the
budget process will be designed around.
Of course, not everyone in the organization can be
expected to immediately accept priority-driven
budgeting with the same enthusiasm. The leadership must articulate why a priority-driven budget

The Philosophy of Priority-Driven Budgeting
The underlying philosophy of priority-driven budgeting is about how a government entity should invest resources
to meet its stated objectives. It helps us to better articulate why the services we offer exist, what price we pay
for them, and, consequently, what value they offer citizens. The principles associated with this philosophy of
budgeting are:
• Prioritize Services. Priority-driven budgeting evaluates the relative importance of individual programs
and services rather than entire departments. It is distinguished by prioritizing the services a government provides, one versus another.
• Do the Important Things Well. Cut Back on the Rest. In a time of revenue decline, a traditional budget process often attempts to continue funding all the same programs it funded last year, albeit at a
reduced level (e.g. across-the-board budget cuts). Priority-driven budgeting identifies the services that
offer the highest value and continues to provide funding for them, while reducing service levels,
divesting, or potentially eliminating lower value services.
• Question Past Patterns of Spending. An incremental budget process doesn’t seriously question the
spending decisions made in years past. Priority-driven budgeting puts all the money on the table to
encourage more creative conversations about services.
• Spend Within the Organization’s Means. Priority-driven budgeting starts with the revenue available to
the government, rather than last year’s expenditures, as the basis for decision making.
• Know the True Cost of Doing Business. Focusing on the full costs of programs ensures that funding
decisions are based on the true cost of providing a service.
• Provide Transparency of Community Priorities. When budget decisions are based on a well-defined
set of community priorities, the government’s aims are not left open to interpretation.
• Provide Transparency of Service Impact. In traditional budgets, it is often not entirely clear how
funded services make a real difference in the lives of citizens. Under priority-driven budgeting, the
focus is on the results the service produces for achieving community priorities.
• Demand Accountability for Results. Traditional budgets focus on accountability for staying within
spending limits. Beyond this, priority-driven budgeting demands accountability for results that were
the basis for a service’s budget allocation.
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is something worth actively supporting and voting
for, rather than just a “least-worst” outcome in a
time of revenue scarcity.5 The leadership must also
create a sense of urgency behind priority-driven
budgeting by showing the financial forecasts,
analysis, and other information that supports the
need for a new approach to budgeting. Ensuring
that a priority-driven budgeting process is successfully adopted requires organization-wide
acceptance and a shared understanding of the
entity’s financial condition. For example, the City
of Savannah, Georgia, shared trends in major revenue sources, reserves, and long-term forecasts to
show that the city’s revenues were entering a period of protracted decline. Of course, the case need
not hinge on financial decline. A case can also be
made based improving the value the public
receives from the tax dollars government spends.
Two groups in particular that must be recruited
to support priority-driven budgeting – elected
officials and senior staff. Elected officials need to
show consensus and support for priority-driven
budgeting to make it through the challenges in
the budget process that will inevitably occur.
Ideally, at least one or two elected officials will be
attracted to the philosophy so they can champion
the idea with other officials. Elected officials may
be particularly drawn to the fact that prioritydriven budgeting allows them to set the organization’s key priorities and see how services align or
don’t align with their priorities. This puts elected
officials in an influential policy-making role – perhaps more powerful than under a traditional
budgeting system. Elected officials who have
experienced priority-driven budgeting consistent-

Do You Have a Strategic Plan?
If you already have a strategic plan that identifies
community priorities, you may be able to use it as
launching pad for priority-driven budgeting. Elected
officials will likely be interested in a budget system
that promises to decisively connect resource use to
their priorities. In fact, some officials might be frustrated with an incremental budget system that
doesn’t effectively align resources with evolving
strategic priorities. This dissatisfaction with the status quo provides a natural segue to priority-driven
budgeting.
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ly say one of the main reasons they endorse it is
because it allows them to achieve what inspired
them to run for office in the first place – identifying the results and implementing the policies that
are most important to their community.
Senior staff must support the process as well
because priority-driven budgeting requires a significant time commitment from staff. If the board
and CEO are behind priority-driven budgeting, it
will go a long way toward getting senior staff
engaged. Staff members who have experienced
priority-driven budgeting say they support it
because it gives them a greater degree of influence over their own destinies. Staff no longer
passively awaits judgment from the budget
office; instead, they create their own solutions
because priority-driven budgeting invites them
to articulate their relevance to the community.
To raise awareness about the move to prioritydriven budgeting and to build support for it
among all stakeholders, the governments that
shared their experiences for this paper emphasize
the importance of a communications and risk mitigation strategy. The strategy identifies major
stakeholders, their potential concerns, and messages and actions that can assuage those concerns.
For example, employees might want to know if
their job tenure will be affected, and citizens
might want to know the implications for service
offerings. The need for transparency in the process
cannot be emphasized enough – many organizations create a specific Web page to provide
employees and citizens with regular and timely
updates on the process as it unfolds. Involving key
stakeholders – such as the Chamber of Commerce,
labor union leaders, editorial staff from the media,
and leaders of community groups and neighborhood groups – at appropriate stages in the process
often provides the best form of “informal” communication to the rest of the public. In communities
such as Boulder, Colorado, and Fairfield,
California, a town hall format was used as a communication device. The first group was asked to
invite others to subsequent meetings, and not only
did they invite friends and family, but they
brought them to the event.
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Perhaps the primary risk to successful prioritydriven budgeting that officials and other stakeholders might reject of the process because they
see it as insufficiently legitimate – the process is
thought to be flawed in some way that makes it a
poor basis for allocating resources. Mitigate this
risk by conferring “democratic” and substantive
legitimacy onto priority-driven budgeting.6
Democratic legitimacy means that the process is
consistent with the will of the public. Engage the
elected officials, the public, and employees in the
process to achieve democratic legitimacy. When
a budget process is seen to have democratic legitimacy, it gives elected officials permission to
resist narrow bands of self-interest that seek to
overturn resource allocation decisions that are
based on the greater good.
Substantive legitimacy means that priority-driven
budgeting is perceived to be based on sound technical principles. Use Government Finance Officers
Association (GFOA) training and publications to

demonstrate that this kind of budgeting is consistent with best practices, but, most of all, devote
time to intensely study priority-driven budgeting.
Some of the research participants for this article
studied it for two years before moving forward.
While two years of study will not be necessary for
every government, becoming fluent in prioritydriven budgeting allows the leadership to speak
convincingly on the topic and lead an honest discussion about the feasibility of priority-driven
budgeting for the organization. If the organization
decides to move forward, the leadership’s expertise will allow it to design a credible process, define
the roles of staff in priority-driven budgeting, lead
others through it, and adapt to the pitfalls and
curveballs that will be encountered.
The next section describes the major steps in a
priority-driven budgeting process and provides
options for answering the six questions – listed
below – for customizing priority-driven budgeting to your organization.

Be Adaptable
Snohomish County, Washington, met with some resistance from the County Court. To move the process forward,
the county designed a separate but parallel version of priority-driven budgeting for the courts. With time and
the delivery of a consistent, transparent message, it effectively became the “new normal” in making resource
allocation decisions.
Designing a process that is fair, accessible, transparent, and adaptable is a challenge. However, it is also an
opportunity to customize a priority-driven budgeting process that fits your organization best. This research has
identified six key customization questions you should answer as you design a process:
1. What is the scope of priority-driven budgeting? What are the fundamental objectives of your
process? What funds and revenues are included? What is the desired role of non-profit and privatesector organizations in providing public services?
2. How and where will elected officials, the public, and staff be engaged in the process?
Engagement is essential for democratic legitimacy. Giving stakeholders a clear understanding of
their role in the process gives them greater confidence in the process and eases the transition.
3. What is the decision-unit to be evaluated for alignment with the organization’s strategic priorities?
Functional units, work groups, programs? Something else?
4. How will support services be handled? The research participants agreed that budgeting for support
services like payroll and accounting was one of the foremost challenges of designing a process.
Support services need to be perceived as full participants in priority-driven budgeting, but at the
same time, accommodations must be made for the fact that they potentially exist to achieve different results than those services that have a direct impact on the public.
5. How will decision-units be scored, and who will score them? The scoring mechanism and process
is key implementing priority-driven budgeting successfully.
6. What is the role of priority-driven budgeting in the final budget decision? What method will be
used to allocate resources to services? Will the methodology lead to “formula-driven” allocations or
allow for flexibility and discretion in formulated recommendations?
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Steps in Priority-Driven Budgeting

tal shift in its approach to budgeting. This shift,
while subtle, requires that instead of first having
the organization identify the amount of resources
“needed” for the next fiscal year, it should first
clearly identify the amount of resources that are
“available” to fund operations as well as one-time
initiatives and capital expenditures.

There are eight major steps in a priority-driven
budget process. Exhibit 1 provides a map for how
the eight steps fit together, and the steps are
more fully described in the following pages.7 As
the exhibit shows, the eight steps are not completely linear. Steps 1 and 2 can begin at the same
time, and Step 8 comes into play at many different points of the process.

As their first step in budget development, many
organizations expend a great deal of effort in
completing the analysis of estimated expenditures to identify how much each organizational
unit will need to spend for operations and capital

1. Identify Available Resources
Before embarking on priority-driven resource allocation, the organization must undergo a fundamen-

Exhibit 1: Process Map for Priority-Driven Budgeting
2. Identify Your
Priorities



1. Identify Available
Resources



3. Define Your
Priority Results
More Precisely

8. Create Service
Efficiencies and
Innovation





4. Prepare Decision
Units for
Evaluation

5. Score Decision
Units Against
Priority Results









6. Compare Scores
Between Offers
and Programs





7. Allocate
Resources
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8. Create
Accountability for
Results
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in the upcoming fiscal year. Once that “need” is
determined, then the organization looks to the
finance department or budget office to figure out
how these needs are to be funded. An integral
part of the priority-driven budgeting philosophy
is to spend within your means, so the first step in
developing a budget should be focusing on gaining a clear understanding of the factors that drive
revenues and doing the requisite analysis to
develop a reasonably accurate and reliable revenue forecast in order to understand how much
is available to spend for the upcoming fiscal year.

The Price of Government
The “price of government” is a concept originated by
David Osborne and Peter Hutchinson.8 Government
takes economic resources from the community to
provide services and, hence, the total revenue that
government receives is really the “price of government,” from the perspective of the citizen. This can
be a useful concept in the first step of priority-driven
budgeting because it asks decision-makers to think
about the total tax and fee burden they are willing to
place on the community to fund services – thus, putting revenues before expenditures.

Resources must also be clearly differentiated in
terms of ongoing revenues versus one-time
sources. The organization must be able to identify any mismatch between ongoing revenues and
ongoing expenditures (operations) as well as
between one-time sources and one-time uses
(one-time initiatives, capital needs, fund balance
reserves). This analysis will ensure that the entity can pinpoint the source of its structural imbalance and address it in developing its budget. This
will also ensure that a government does not
unknowingly use fund balance (a one-time
source) to support ongoing expenditures.
Once the amount of available resources is identified, the forecasts should be used to educate and
inform all stakeholders about what is truly available to spend for the next fiscal year. The organization must understand and believe that this is
truly all there is as it begins developing the budget. Sharing the assumptions behind the revenue
projections creates a level of transparency that
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dispels the belief that there are “secret funds”
that will fix the problem and establishes the level
of trust necessary to be successful.
In the first year, an organization might choose to
focus attention on only those areas that do not have
true structural balance. For most organizations, this
will often include the general fund, but the jurisdiction might decide to include other funds in the
process. Both Polk County, Florida, and the City of
Savannah took steps to limit the scope of implementation. For example, Polk County concentrated
on the general fund, and Savannah excluded capital
projects from the process.
Step 1 Intended Result: Adopt a “spend within
your means” approach – meaning there is a common understanding of the amount of resources
available and that there is a clearly established
limit on how much can be budgeted for the
upcoming fiscal year.

2. Identify Your Priorities
Priority-driven budgeting is built around a set of
organizational strategic priorities. These priorities are similar to a well-designed mission statement in that they capture the fundamental purposes for which the organization exists and are
broad enough to have staying power from year to
year. A critical departure from a mission statement is that the priorities should be expressed in
terms of the results or outcomes that are of value
to the public. These results should be specific
enough to be meaningful and measurable, but not
so specific as to say how the result or outcome
will be achieved or become outmoded after a
short time. Below are the five priority results
determined by Mesa County, Colorado. Notice
how these results are expressed in the “voice of
the citizen.”
A strategic plan, vision, and/or mission statement
can serve as the ideal starting point for identifying
the priority results. If you have an existing strategic plan, it might be helpful to ground the priority
results in these previous efforts to respect the
investment stakeholders may have in them and to
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give the priorities greater legitimacy. If you don’t
have an existing plan, developing one as a prelude
to priority-driven budgeting can provide a
stronger grounding for the priorities. It might also
help increase the enthusiasm of elected officials
and senior staff for priority-driven budgeting, as
they seek a way to connect the new plan to decisions about annual resource allocations.
The governing board also needs to be closely
involved in setting the priorities. The priorities
are the foundation of priority-driven budgeting,

so that the governing board must fully support
them. The role of an elected official is to set the
results the organization is expected to achieve.
Developing the priorities might also be a good
place to involve citizens. Some communities have
used traditional means of doing this, such as citizen surveys, focus groups, and town hall meetings to engage citizens in helping establish the
expected results for their community. Others are
being innovative. The City of Chesapeake,
Virginia, recently asked citizens viewing a resultsetting exercise on their public access channel to

Are Support Services a Priority?
Our research subjects offered two alternatives for prioritizing support services. Most commonly, entities created
a “good governance” priority that addressees high-quality support services. This gives support services a clear
place in priority-driven budgeting and allows the relevance of these services to be tested against the organization’s priorities. Here is how the City of Walnut Creek, California, defined its governance goals.
•
•
•
•
•

Enhance and facilitate accountability and innovation in all city business.
Provide superior customer service that is responsive and demystifies city processes.
Provide analysis and long-range thinking that supports responsible decision making.
Proactively protect and maintain city resources.
Ensure regulatory and policy compliance.

Alternatively, other participants envisioned moving to a system that would fully distribute the cost of support
services to operating programs so support services would be affected according to how the operating services
they support are prioritized.
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participate online and share their thoughts on
“what does the city exist to provide.” Cities such
as Walnut Creek, California, and Blue Ash, Ohio,
set up kiosks in city facilities and asked citizens
to participate in a brief survey that helped validate the city council’s established results and to
“weight” the relative importance of those results
to the community.
Step 2 Intended Result: A set of priorities
expressed in terms of measurable results that are
of value to citizens and widely agreed to be legitimate by elected officials, staff, and the public.

3. Define Your Priority Results More
Precisely
The foundation of any prioritization effort is the
results that define why an organization exists.
Organizations must ask, “What is it that makes
us relevant to the citizens?” Being relevant – providing those programs that achieve relevant
results – is the key purpose and most profound
outcome of a priority-driven budgeting process.
The challenge with results is that the terms can
be broad, and precisely what they mean for each
individual community can be unclear. For
instance, take a result like “Providing a Safe
Community,” which is shared by most local governments. Organizations talk about public safety
or providing a safe community as if it is an obvious and specific concept. But is it?
In the City of Walnut Creek, citizens and city
leadership identified building standards for surviving earthquakes as an important influence on
providing a safe community. In the City of
Lakeland, Florida, however, not a single citizen
or public official discussed earthquakes to define
the very same result. In the City of Grand Island,
Nebraska, the city highlighted community
acceptance and cohesiveness as intrinsic to
achieving a safe community (acknowledging
their initiatives to help integrate a growing and
important population of their community –
immigrant farm workers). However community
integration was not a relevant factor that would
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contribute to the safety of the community in
Walnut Creek. Hence, the specific definitions of
the community’s results is where the identity of
your community and the objective meaning of
what is relevant is revealed.

Staff Teams in Priority-Driven
Budgeting
Creating strategy maps is the first significant role for
cross-functional staff teams in the process. Such teams
have repeated and important uses, so their members
need to be highly skilled and sufficiently supported. A
number of our research subjects engaged consultants to
train and/or directly assist the teams. Many organizations use that as an opportunity to involve the “up and
coming” leaders in the process to ensure its long-term
sustainability.

A powerful method for defining results was established in Strategy Maps by Kaplan and Norton.11
Strategy mapping is a simple way to take a complex and potentially ambiguous objective – like
achieving a safe community – and creating a picture, or map, of how that objective can be achieved.
Sometimes referred to as cause-and-effect diagrams
or result maps, strategy maps provide an effective
way for an organization to achieve clarity about
what it aims to accomplish with its results.
Strategy maps should be developed using crossfunctional teams. Teams consist primarily of staff
(both with subject matter expertise relating to the
priority result and without), but they can also
include elected officials and citizens.
Exhibit 2 (on the following page) provides an
example of a strategy map from the City of
Savannah for “high-performing government”
(Savannah’s equivalent of the “good governance”
result described in the earlier sidebar). Savannah’s
map includes performance indicators to help
gauge if the priority result is being achieved.
Exhibit 3 (on the following page) is a picture of a
slightly different style of strategy map from the
City of San Jose, California, for its “Green,
Sustainable City” priority result. The center of
the map is the result, and the concepts around
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Exhibit 2: High Performing Government Strategy Map from the City of Savannah
•
•
•
•

Accountability and Integrity
Long Range Strategic Planning
Transparency
Intergovernmental Advocacy

•
•
•

High Performing
Government

Balanced Budget
Long Range Fiscal Planning
Professional Best Practices

Fiscal
Responsibility

Leadership

Citizen Engagement
and Customer
Service

Human
Resources
Management

Public Resources
Management

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Competitive Recruitment
Workforce Development
Creativity and Innovation
Succession Planning and
Engagement

Communication
Accessibility
Responsiveness
Professionalism
Indicators:

•
•
•
•
•

Credit Rating
Cit izen Satisfaction with Citywide Service Delivery
Per Person Cost of Government
Employee Retention Rate
Cit izen Satisfaction Survey

the result are the definitions – they help the city
clearly articulate its priorities: “When the City of
San Jose __________ (fill in the blank with any of
the result definitions), then we achieve a Green,
Sustainable City.”

•
•
•
•

Asset Planning and Management
Capital Strategy and Investment
Sustainability
Collaboration

Exhibit 3: Green City Strategy Map
from the City of San Jose

Consider San Jose’s result map relative to your
own community. Would your community define
the relevance of your organization by its ability to
achieve a green, sustainable community? Would
your community define a result like a green, sustainable community in a similar or different way?
One of the challenges local governments face is
trying to address what can seem like a growing
(and seemingly limitless) expectation for programs and services. One of the benefits of developing strategy maps is that local governments
can give citizens a more precise description of
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the results that make local government relevant.
This will establish a shared foundation, a common context for evaluating and prioritizing the
programs and services the jurisdiction offers. A
service’s relative priority can be evaluated only
through a common belief about the results local
government is striving to achieve.
The City of Walnut Creek knew that citizens
and community stakeholders needed to be
involved in defining the priority results. The
rationale was that the city’s priority results
would be legitimate only if community members
were responsible for establishing the results and
their definitions. The city reached out to the
community on the radio, in the newspaper, and
through the city’s newsletters and Web site to
invite any citizen to participate in one of several
town hall meetings. At the meeting, citizens
were asked to submit answers to the question:
“When the City of Walnut Creek _____________,
then they achieve [the result the citizen was
focused on].” The response from citizens was
tremendous and generated a host of answers.
City government staff members (who participated in the meetings) were then responsible for
summarizing the citizen’s responses by developing strategy maps.

Define Your Priorities: A Quick Win
If the organization has not already clearly defined its
priorities, just getting through this step could be a
major accomplishment. Knowing the priorities can help
an organization make better resource allocation decisions, even in the absence of a true priority-driven
budgeting system.

Lastly, when defining the priority results, consider whether some results might be more important than others. This could have an impact on
how programs are valued and prioritized. Elected
officials, staff, and/or citizens can participate in
ranking exercises, where each participant is
given a quantity of “votes” (or dollars, or points,
etc.) and can allocate their votes among all the
priority results to indicate the relative value of
one result versus another. It is important to make
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clear to participants that this ranking process is
not a budget allocation exercise (whereby the
budget of a certain result is determined by the
votes given to a result). Through such a ranking,
participants can express that certain results (and
therefore the programs that eventually influence
these results) may have greater relevance to the
community than others.
Step 3 Intended Result: Reveal the identity of
your community and the objective meaning of
what is relevant to it through the process of defining priority results.

4. Prepare Decision Units for Evaluation
The crux of priority-driven budgeting is evaluating the services against the government’s priority
results. Thus, the decision unit to be evaluated
must be broad enough to capture the tasks that
go into producing a valued result for citizens, but
not so large as to encompass too much or be too
vague. Conversely, if the decision unit is too
small, it may only capture certain tasks in the
chain that lead to a result and might overwhelm
the budget process with details. Our research
subjects took one of two approaches to this
issue: “offers” or “programs.”
Offers. Offers are customized service packages

prepared by departments (or perhaps designed
by cross-functional staff teams or even private
firms or non-profits) to achieve one or more priority results. Offers are submitted to evaluation
teams (typically comprising a cross functional
group of staff, but possibly citizens as well) for
consideration against the organization’s priority
results. Often, the evaluation team will first issue
a formal “request for results” that is based on the
strategy map and defines for departments, or
others who are preparing offers, precisely what
the evaluation team is looking for in an offer.

How Many Offers Are There?
Our research participants who used the “offer”
approach averaged one offer for every $1.5 million in
revenue that was available to fund offers.
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Offers are purposely intended to be different
from existing organizational subunits (like
departments, divisions, programs) to make a
direct connection between the decision-unit
being evaluated and the priority results, to
encourage outside-the-box thinking about what
goes into an offer, and to make it easier for outside organizations to participate in the process.
For example, multiple departments can cooperate to propose a new and innovative offer to
achieve a result instead of relying on past ways of
doing things. A private firm could submit an
offer to compete with an offer made by government staff.
The drawback of offers is that they are a more
radical departure from past practice and may be
too great a conceptual leap for some. This could
increase the risk to the process, but if the leadership’s vision is for a big break from past practice,
then the risk might be worth taking. For example, Mesa County’s board is very interested in
having private and non-profit organizations participate fully in its budget process at some point
in the future, so the offer approach makes sense
for Mesa County.
Programs. A program is a set of related activities

intended to produce a desired result.
Organizations that use the “program” method
inventory the programs they offer and then compare those to the priority results. Programs are
an established part of the public budgeting lexicon and some governments already use programs
in their approach to financial management, so
thinking in terms of programs is not much of a

Program Inventory: A Quick Win
If the organization does not have a sense of the programs it provides, then simply developing a fully costed
(direct plus indirect costs) program inventory should
provide immediate benefits. A program inventory can
be used to help decision-makers understand the full
breadth of services provided and their costs, and might
help the organization recognize immediate opportunities for efficiency. Appendix 1 provides additional information on how to build a program inventory.
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conceptual leap, or perhaps not a leap at all. This
means less work and process risk. However, even
when the concept of programs is familiar, be sure
the “programs” (or offers) are sized in a way that
allows for meaningful decision making. Programs
that are too big are often too vague in their purpose to be accountable for results, and it can be
difficult to fairly judge the impact of a program
that is too small. Generally speaking, if a program equates to 10 percent or more of total
expenditures of the funds in which it is accounted for, then the program should probably be broken down into smaller pieces. If a program
equates to either 1 percent or less of total expenditures or $100,000 or less, it is probably too
small and should be combined with others.
Also, be aware that using programs might provide less opportunity for outside organizations to
participate in the budgeting process because the
starting point is, by definition, the existing portfolio of services. For that same reason, radical
innovation in service design or delivery method is
less likely.
Step 4 Intended Result: Prepare discrete decisionunits that produce a clear result. Think about evaluating these decision units against each other and
not necessarily about evaluating departments
gainst each other.

5. Score Decision Units Against Priority
Results
Once the organization has identified its priority
results and more precisely defined what those
results mean, it must develop a process to objectively evaluate how the program or offer achieves
or influences the priority results. Scoring can be
approached in several ways.
The first variation to consider is if a program or
offer will be scored against all the organization’s
priority results or just the one it is most closely
associated with. The cities of Lakeland, Walnut
Creek, and San Jose scored against all of the priority results. The belief was that a program that
influenced multiple results must be a higher prior-
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ity – every tax dollar spent on a program that
achieved multiple results was giving the taxpayer
the “best bang for the buck.” Alternatively, organizations like Mesa County, the City of Savannah,
Polk County, and Snohomish County matched
each program or offer with only one of the priority
results and evaluated it against its degree of influence on that result. Under this scenario, guidelines
should be established to help determine how to
assign a program or offer to a priority area as well
as provide some sort of accommodation for those
programs or offers that demonstrate important
effects across priority result areas. Both of these
approaches have been used successfully, so the
right choice depends on which approach resonates
more with stakeholders.
In addition to scoring the offers or programs
against the priority results, some organizations
have included additional factors in the scoring
process. Examples include mandates to provide
the service, change in demand for the service,
level of cost recovery for the service, and reliance
on the local government to provide the service
(as opposed to community groups or the private
sector). The governments believed that a program should be evaluated more highly if there
was a mandate from another level of government,

if there was an anticipated increase in demand
for the program or that program received fees or
grant dollars to significantly cover the costs to
provide it. Finally, if the citizen had to rely solely
on the government to provide the program or
service and there was no other outside option
available, then a program was believed to be of a
slightly higher priority.
The next variation is how to actually assign
scores to programs or offers. One approach is to
have owners of the programs or offers (e.g.,
department staff) assign scores based on a selfassessment process. This approach engages the
owners in the process and taps into their unique
understanding of how the programs influence the
priority results. Critical to this approach is a
quality control process that allows the owner’s
peers in the organization (other departments)
and/or external stakeholders (citizens, elected
officials, labor unions, business leaders, etc.) to
review the scoring. The peer review group challenges the owner to provide evidence to support
the scores assigned. A second approach to scoring establishes evaluation teams that are responsible for scoring the programs or offers against
their ability to influence the priority results.
Owners submit their programs or offers for the

What about Capital Projects?
For most organizations, outlays for capital projects and one-time initiatives are a significant part of their budgeting process. A priority-driven budgeting process can be used to prioritize these major one-time expenditures in
the same way it is used to evaluate ongoing programs and services. The starting point is a capital improvement
plan (CIP) that includes all the potential capital projects from across the organization. Ideally, it should include
not only major capital construction, capital improvement, or capital equipment purchases, but also significant
one-time expenditures items such as major studies, comprehensive plan updates, and software upgrades that are
planned for the next five years. In addition to the strategic results, other evaluation factors for capital projects
might include:
•
•
•
•
•

Is
Is
Is
Is
Is

the project mandated by some other governmental agency?
it a continuation of an existing project that has already been approved?
it an integral component of the organizations Comprehensive Plan for future community growth?
it being fully or partially funded by another agency or private interest?
the project responding to an emergency situation or critical need of the organization?

When evaluated in this way, projects that are of a higher priority have assurance of funding in the next five-toten year period over those that are of a lower priority, especially when there are limited one-time resources
available to fund them. This method also avoids funding a current-year project that is of a low priority instead of
setting aside funds to ensure the successful completion of the higher-priority capital need in a future year.
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teams to review, and the teams score the programs against the results. The priority-driven
budgeting process becomes more like a formal
purchasing process, where the departments are
analogous to vendors and the evaluation teams
are like buyers. Evaluation teams could be made
up entirely of staff, with representation both
from staff members who have specific expertise
related to the result being evaluated and others
who are outside of that particular discipline. An
alternative team composition would include both
staff and citizens, to gain the unique perspectives
of both external and internal stakeholders. This
second approach brings more perspectives into
the initial scoring and encourages cross-functional teamwork via the evaluation teams.

Scoring Support Services
As mentioned earlier, a number of our research subjects established a priority result for “good governance.” Those programs that provided internal services
were scored against these governance results in a parallel evaluation process. These governments believed
that internal services were important, but were expected to achieve different results than those programs or
offers intended for citizens.

Another consideration is the particular scoring
method to be used. For example, will evaluators
have to use a forced-ranking system where programs/offers are fit into a top-to-bottom ranking
or will each program be scored on its own merits,
with prioritization as a natural byproduct? Each
system has its advantages, but the important
thing is to make sure the scoring rules are clear
to everyone and applied consistently.
The role of the elected governing board in this
step is another point of potential variation in the
scoring. In some organizations, the board is heavily integrated into the process and participates in
the scoring and evaluation step. They have the
opportunity to question the scores that have
been assigned by the owner or the evaluation
team, ask for the evidence that supports that
score, and ultimately request that a score be
changed based on the evidence presented and
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their belief in the relative influence that program
or offer has on the priority results it has been
evaluated against. In other organizations, the
process can be implemented as a staff-only tool
that is used to develop a recommendation to the
governing body. Snohomish County uses this
approach, as its culture and board-staff relation
supports it.
Regardless of which variations are selected, there
are three important points to establish. The first
is that to maintain the objectivity and transparency of the process, programs or offers must
be evaluated against the priority results, as they
were defined collectively by stakeholders (see
step 3). Secondly, scores must be based on the
demonstrated and measurable influence the programs or offers have on the results. Finally, the
results of the scoring process will be provided as
recommendations to the elected officials, who
hold the final authority to make resource allocation decisions.
Step 5 Intended Result: Each decision unit (offer
or program) should have a score that indicates its
relevance to the stated priorities.

6. Compare Scores Between Offers or
Programs
It is a “moment of truth” in priority-driven budgeting, when the scoring for the offers or programs
is compiled, revealing the top-to-bottom comparison of prioritized offers or programs. Knowing
this, an organization must be sure that it has
done everything possible up to this moment to
ensure that the final scores aren’t a surprise and
that the final comparison of the offers or programs in priority order is logical and intuitive.
The City of San Jose engineered a peer review
process through which the scores the departments gave to their programs were evaluated,
discussed, questioned, and sometimes recommended for change. The city established a review
team for each of its priority results. The team
first reviewed the strategy map to ensure that
each member of the team was grounded in the
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city’s specific definition of the result. Next, the
review teams were given a report that detailed
every program scored for the particular result
under review. The teams met to discuss:
•
•

•

•

whether they understood the programs they
were reviewing;
whether they agreed with the score given by
the department (the departments scored
their own programs);
whether they required further testimony or
evidence from the department to help them
better understand the score given; and
whether the score should stand, or if the
team would recommend an increase or
decrease.

All programs were evaluated in this manner until
a final recommendation was made on program
scores.
The city invited the local business community,
citizens representing their local neighborhood
commissions, and labor leaders to review the

ask them to decide which programs should be
cut or which ones should be preserved. They
framed the discussion very simply: Evaluate how
our programs help us achieve our results, and to
what degree. The outcome of prioritization was
therefore expected and self-evident, based on the
common understanding of the programs and how
the programs influence results.
Stakeholders could be concerned that their
favored programs might lose support in the
course of priority-driven budgeting. Even when a
program director or a citizen who benefits from a
particular program understands why that program ranked low, they are not going to be
pleased about it. Invite stakeholders from all
sides, from within the organization and even the
community, to understand the process. Include
stakeholders at various points in the process so
they might influence the outcome. Constantly
communicate progress, throughout the process.
Program directors, stakeholders of a particular
program, organizational leadership, and staff
might not enjoy seeing their program prioritized

San Jose framed the discussion very simply: Evaluate how our
programs help us achieve our results, and to what degree.

scores. Walter Rossman, from San Jose’s City
Manager’s Office, described their effort this way:
“The participants found the effort informative as
to what the city does; they found it engaging
with respect to hearing staff in the organization
discuss how their programs influence the city’s
results; and, most interesting, they found it fun.”
San Jose’s story is important because it demonstrated how stakeholders from various perspectives and political persuasions can all productively participate in the priority-driven budgeting
process. San Jose didn’t ask these stakeholders to
come together and rank programs. They didn’t
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below other programs, but if they understand it,
if they’ve had a chance to influence the process,
and, most importantly, if they are aware of
actions they might take to improve the priority
ranking of their program, the process will have a
great chance for success.
Lastly, consider if the scoring of the programs or
offers will be used only to decide where to make
budget reductions. Organizations such as the
cities of Lakeland and Walnut Creek have used
prioritization not only to balance their budgets,
but also to understand how services that might
appear less relevant to the city government might
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be relevant to other community groups. These
groups might take responsibility for supporting
or preserving a service. There could be great
potential in engaging other community institutions – businesses, schools, churches, non-profits
– about partnership opportunities.
Peter Block has focused much attention on this
issue in his book, Community: The Structure of
Belonging.12 Citing the way we sometimes unduly
rely on government to meet the community’s
needs, he highlights citizens’ experiences of taking accountability for the results they hope to see
achieved. This occurs when cohesion is built
between local government, businesses, schools,
social service organizations, and churches. A
complete and successful priority-driven budgeting process doesn’t conclude when the budgets
for low-priority services are reduced – rather, it
brings together otherwise fragmented institutions in society to find ways of providing services
that may still be relevant to the community, even
if they are less important to the priority results a
local government seeks to achieve.
Step 6 Intended Result: The prioritized ranking of
programs is a logical and well-understood product
of a transparent process – no surprises.

7. Allocate Resources
Once the scoring is in place, resources can be allocated to the offers or programs. This can be done
in a number of ways. One method is to first allocate revenues to each priority result area based on
historical patterns or by using the priority’s relative weights, if weights were assigned. Allocating
resources to a priority result area can be controversial because, as we will see, this allocation
determines the number of offers or programs that
will be funded under that priority area (e.g., how
many public safety programs will be funded).
There are no easy answers to this issue. As such,
the designer of the process should look for ways
to mitigate controversies associated with how
much funding is allocated to one result versus
another and to prevent these allocations from
becoming new types of organizational silos. For
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instance, the designer should think about ways
priority result areas can share information during
the evaluation of programs or offers, and/or ways
to jointly fund programs or offers.

Exhibit 4: Drawing the Line

Then, the offers or programs can be ordered
according to their prioritization within a given
priority result area and the budget staff draw a
line where the cost of the most highly prioritized
offers or programs is equal to the amount of revenue available (see Exhibit 4). The offers or programs above the line are funded, and the ones
that fall below the line are not. The board and
staff will have discussions about the programs on
either side of the line and about moving those
offers or programs up or down, redesigning them
to make more space above the line (e.g., lowering
service levels), or even shifting resources among
priority results. Variations on the approach are
possible – for example, there could be multiple
lines representing multiple levels of funding certainty. In the City of Redmond, Washington,
programs above a top line were categorized as
“definitely fund,” while programs in between the
top line and a bottom line were open to additional scrutiny.
Another method is to organize the offers or programs into tiers of priority (e.g., quartiles) and
then allocate reductions by tier. For example, programs in the first tier might not be reduced, while
programs in the lowest tier would see the largest
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reductions. The programs could be forced to
make assigned reductions, or each department
could be given an aggregate total reduction target,
based on the programs under its purview (with
the implication being that the department will
weight its reductions toward the lower-priority
programs, although it would have more flexibility
to decide the precise reduction approach than if
the cuts were not done within the department).
This tier approach generates discussion among
board and staff about how much money is spent
on higher versus lower tier services in aggregate,
as well as on resource allocation strategies for
individual departments and programs. Exhibit 5
presents an example of the value this analysis can
provide. It shows the total amount of money one
city had historically spent on its highest priority
programs (e.g., the top tier) versus the others.
This city was spending significantly less on the
top tier than it was spending on the second tier,
and less than it was spending on the third tier, as
well. This raises interesting questions about
spending patterns in the organization and builds
a compelling case for change.
Organizations also need to consider the funding
of support services. Many of our research participants elected to fund support services based on
historical costs, making some reduction that was
consistent with the reduction the rest of the
organization was making. The magnitude of the

reduction applied to any particular support service was based on its priority relative to other
support services. A couple of our participants
envisioned moving to a system wherein the cost
of support services would be fully distributed to
operating programs so support services would be
affected according to the prioritization of the
operating services they support.
Another question is how to handle restricted
monies (e.g., an enterprise fund). One option is
to handle special purpose funds (where there are
restrictions on how the money can be used) separately. For example, enterprise funds or court
funds might be evaluated on a different track or
budgeted in a different way altogether. Another
option is to rank programs or offers without
respect to funding source, but then allocate
resources with respect to funding source.
Knowing the relative priority of all the offers or
programs might generate valuable discussion,
even if there is no immediate impact on funding.
For example, if a low-ranking offer or program is
grant funded, is it still worth providing, especially if that grant expires in the foreseeable future?
Ideally, participants will become less fixated on
funding sources, realizing that the government
has more flexibility than it might think. For
example, if a low-priority service is funded by a
special earmarked tax, is there a way to reduce or
eliminate that service and its tax, and increase a

Exhibit 5: Spending by Priority Tier
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general tax by an analogous amount? As the government becomes more proficient at expressing
the value it is creating for the community, it
should be better able to articulate these potential
trade-offs to the community.
Of course, no matter what method is selected to
allocate resources, remember that priority-driven
budgeting, like any budgeting process, is still a
political process. As such, it will not and should
not lead to “scientific” or “apolitical” allocation of
resources – rather, it should change the tone of
budget discussions, from a focus on how money
was spent last year to a focus on how the most
value can be created for the public using the
money that is available this year.
Step 7 Intended Result: Align resource allocation
consistent with the results of priority-driven scoring.

8. Create Accountability for Results,
Efficiency, and Innovation
The owners of the programs or offers being evaluated might over-promise or over-represent what
they can do to accomplish the priority result. To
address this potential moral hazard, create methods for making sure programs or offers deliver the
results they were evaluated on. Many of our
research participants anticipate using performance measures for this purpose. For example, a
program or offer might have to propose a standard
of evidence or a metric to be evaluated against, so
the organization can see if the desired result is
being provided. Exhibit 6 is Polk County’s conceptual approach for connecting its priority result
areas to key performance indicators. However,
none of the research participants have reached
what they would consider a completely satisfactory state in this area. For those just starting out, the
lesson is to understand where evidence is needed
in your process design, but also to be patient with
respect to when this part of priority-driven budgeting will be fully realized.
Other issues to consider as part of the prioritydriven budgeting design are the efficiency of pro-
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grams or offers, and innovation in the design of
programs or offers. Although priority-driven
budgeting will identify which programs or offers
are best for achieving priority results, it does not
speak directly to the efficiency with which those
programs or offers are delivered or to innovative
approaches to program delivery (although it
might indirectly encourage these things).

Exhibit 6: Polk County Concept for
Key Performance Indicators
Basic Needs
Priority:
People in Polk County who are at risk because of
their health or economic status will get their basic
needs met, and are as self-sufficient as possible.
Indicators:
Poverty Level

Improving

Homeless Popluation

Maintaining

No Health Coverage

Improving

County versus State

Improving

As such, the designers of the process might need
to consider specific techniques for ensuring program efficiency. A proven model for improving
efficiency helps avoid cost-cutting techniques
that also cut productivity and degrade the results
a program produces. For instance, a systematic
method for reviewing and improving business
processes could be implemented along with priority-driven budgeting. One such method that
GFOA research has shown to be effective for local
governments is “Lean” process review – a system
for identifying and removing or reducing the nonvalue added work that can be found in virtually
any business process. You can learn more about
Lean at www.gfoaconsulting.org/lean.
Business process improvement can also be incorporated into a more comprehensive approach to
reviewing program efficiency. Exhibit 7 (on the
following page) provides a sample program
review decision tree that is inspired by work
from the City of Toronto, Ontario. As the exhibit
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shows, a program is subjected to a series of tests
to see if it is being provided efficiently. For example, can the service be shared with other governments? Can greater cost recovery be achieved
through fees or fund raising? Can the private sector provide the service more efficiently? Can Lean
process improvement techniques be applied?
Exhibit 7 also shows how the review might be
linked to priority-driven budgeting – discretionary services are subject to a relevance test
that asks the above questions about each priority
program, while non-priority programs go
through a divestment test.
Finally, innovation tends to be the exception
rather than the rule in the public sector, so the
designers of the priority-driven budgeting

process should consider how to encourage new
ways of structuring programs or offers to best
achieve the government’s priority results. Some
research argues that innovation is a “discipline,
just like strategy, planning, or budgeting.”11
Public managers who want to encourage innovation will need to develop and institutionalize
dedicated processes to generate ideas, select the
best ones, implement them, and spread the benefits throughout the organization. Along the way,
public managers will need to make use of a variety of implementation strategies, including those
that rely on the organization’s own resources and
those that seek to harness resources from outside. Public managers will also have to create an
organizational culture that is not just conducive
to innovation, but actively encourages and even

Exhibit 7: Sample Program Review Decision Tree
Service Level Test
What level of service is
required? What do we
provide?

Mandate Test
Is the program
mandatory?

Yes

No

GFOA Sample
Program
Review Tree

Discretionary Services
(service exceeds mandate)

Program Relevance Test
Is the the program a
priority for the community?

No

Divestment Test
Should this program be
delivered by another
organization?

No

Yes
Yes
Government Role Test
Does government have
to be a direct provider?
Funder? Regulator?

Mandatory Services
(service within mandate)

Policy & Environment Context
Do policies define acceptable levels
of subsidization?
Are there changes in demand?
Is there willingness to consider lower
service levels?

Lean Processing Test
Can the process be
redesigned to remove or
reduce non-value-added
work?

Identify organization &
terms of transfer
Assess impact &
abandon program

Revenue Generation Test
Can the program be more selfsufficient? User fees?
Sponsorships? Fundraising?

Outsourcing Test
Does the program meet the criteria for
outsourcing: Task can be specified in
advance? Disappointing contractors
can be replaced? Government is
concerned with ends over means?

Community Co-Production Test
Do opportunities exist for sharing
service with other governments,
partnering with NGOs, or using
citizen volunteers?

Program Improvement Plan
Analysis of current situation
Analysis of options
Recommendation
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demands it. The Public Innovator’s Playbook
describes one approach to encouraging innovation in this kind of systematic way.12
Step 8 Intended Result: Make sure that those who
received allocations are held accountable for producing the results that were promised. Find ways
to directly encourage efficiency and innovation.

Conclusion
Priority-driven budgeting represents a major
shift from traditional budgeting methods. A clear
understanding of the priority-driven budgeting
philosophy should be in place before proceeding
down this path, along with a strong level of support – especially from the CEO (whose role is
normally to propose the budget) and, ideally, the
governing board (whose role is to adopt the
budget). Priority-driven budgeting is not a
process that is brought in to fix a structural
deficit; instead, it becomes the way an organization approaches the resource allocation process.
It brings with it an important cultural shift –
moving from a focus on spending to a focus on
achieving results through the budget process.
Priority-driven budgeting should be perceived by
all stakeholders as a process that improves decision-making and changes the conversations
around what the organization does (programs
and services), how effective it is in accomplishing
its priority results, and how focused it is on allocating resources to achieve its results.
The success of your process design rests on a
clear understanding of the principles of priority-
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driven budgeting, outlined in the eight steps presented in this paper. A priority-driven budgeting
process can be approached in several ways, so
keep in mind the major levers and decision
points to create a process that works best for
your culture and environment, and that embraces
the concepts of democratic and substantive legitimacy. The governments that participated in this
research show that there are opportunities to
introduce flexibility in the process – but keep in
mind that with that flexibility comes risk, if
changes are made that don’t embrace the basic
principles of priority-driven budgeting.
Research what other organizations have done
and ask them about their long-term success in
shifting to the “new normal” in local government
budgeting. Understand that priority-driven
budgeting is a process that will evolve and
improve over time – don’t expect perfection in
the first year. Engage outside help where needed
to design the process, develop successful communication plans, incorporate citizen involvement,
and institute a process. Enjoy new conversations
that were not possible before, and embrace the
transparency in decision-making that accompanies the priority-driven budgeting process. As
your organization adapts to the new normal, the
process will guide decision-makers in making
resource allocations that fund the programs that
are most highly valued by the organization and,
more importantly, by the citizens who depend on
those programs and services for their well being,
comfort, and expected quality of life.
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Appendix 1:
Building a Program Inventory
•

Introduction
Financial constraints have forced many governments to take a hard look at the services they
offer. A fundamental step is to inventory all the
service programs a government offers. A program
inventory clarifies the breadth of services provided and, ideally, highlights key characteristics of
each program (e.g., the full cost of providing the
program and the level of revenues that program
directly generates to support its operations). The
inventory provides the basis for discussion about
the services that should be provided.
Steps to Take
1. Define your objectives and goals for the program inventory. Identifying a program is as

much art as it is science – an inescapable
amount of subjectivity is involved. Therefore,
to make judgments as effectively as possible,
make sure you are clear on why you are developing a program inventory. Some of the
potential purposes are:
• Understanding the complete scope of
services government provides.
• Communicating the scope of services to
the public in a format that is easy to

•

•

•

understand and can be digested by the
average citizen (i.e., not too detailed).
Drawing distinctions between the results
(that matter to citizens) provided by different programs. To achieve this, programs
cannot to be too large or vague.
Beginning to show the true cost of doing
business by describing what government
does on a meaningful level, and then identifying costs for those programs.
Laying the groundwork for priority-driven
budgeting, where programs receive budget
allocations based on their contributions to
the government’s priority objectives.
Laying the groundwork for program
review, where programs are subjected to
efficiency tests to determine if the service
delivery method employed is optimal.

2. Decide what information the program inventory should contain, in addition to the basic
description of the program. Options to con-

sider include:
• Full cost. The full cost of the program is its
direct cost plus its indirect cost (overhead
charges). Full-cost accounting makes the
true cost of offering a service transparent,
which allows better planning and decision
making. It also helps show that the organization is achieving the expected level of

Program Costing Tips
Precise costs for each program might not be achievable without a great deal of work (or a new financial management system). For purposes of priority-driven budgeting, accessible and widely used cost allocation
methodologies allow for relatively accurate costing of each program is possible. If you have a formal cost allocation plan, this would be the best place to start assigning program costs. Otherwise, start with direct costs.
Remove any one-time costs (e.g., capital) to make sure you are capturing only ongoing expenditures related to
a given program. However, you can assign the operating and maintenance costs of the assets employed by a
program to the direct costs, if doing so is logical and consistent with the way these costs are being handled
for other programs.
Cost allocation plans may be the most cost effective way to produce a reliable overhead allocation figure. In
the inventory document, displaying the overhead costs separately from the direct costs can provide flexibility
to those who use the information.
In making the transition from department or division budgets to program costs, use an allocation method that
is intuitive and therefore would enjoy legitimacy among the users of the costing system (e.g., the number of
FTEs or percentage of employee time devoted to a program). Whatever the allocation methodology, the
finance or budget staff needs to be able to prepare a reconciliation.
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•

•

•

•

•

cost recovery for a given service. Full costing is especially important if the government envisions eventually going to a priority-driven budget process.
Alignment with strategic goals. Knowing
how programs contribute to priority goals
enables organizations to develop more
strategic cutback strategies.
Service level. Describe the level of services
provided to the public. If service is being
provided at a premium level, perhaps service levels can be lowered to reduce costs.
Mandate review. List and clearly define
any mandates a program is subject to.
Then review the current service level
against the mandate requirements.
Perhaps the service level being provided is
higher than what the mandate requires.
Demand changes. Is demand for a service
going up or down? If demand is going
down, perhaps the program can be cut
back and resources shifted elsewhere. If
demand is going up, steps can be taken to
manage demand. For example, perhaps
means testing can be applied to a social
services program.
Support from program revenues. Describe
the extent to which the program is supported by its own user fees, grants, or
intergovernmental revenues. Is there an
opportunity to achieve greater coverage of
the full costs of the program?

3. Develop forms and templates. Create tools

departments can use to describe their programs in a manner that is consistent and that
captures the information needed to fulfill the
purpose of the inventory. Consider testing the
forms and templates with one or two departments and then distributing them to a wider
group. Also consider providing training and
an official point of contact for questions.

with verbs – programs are action-oriented.
For example, programs in a sheriff’s office
might include crime investigations, detentions, and court security. However, programs
should not be described in terms of overly
detailed tasks. For instance, “supplying a
bailiff for court rooms” is a task within the
court security program, not a program itself.
5. Find the right level of detail. A program is a

set of related activities intended to produce a
desired result. When constructing a program
inventory, it can sometimes be challenging to
find the right level of detail. If a program is
too big or encompasses too much, it will not
provide sufficient information – that is, it will
be very difficult to describe the precise value
the program creates for the public or to use
program cost information in decision making.
However, if program definitions are too small,
decision makers can become overwhelmed
with detail and be unable to see the big picture. In addition, tracking program costs for
very small programs is generally not costeffective.
Generally speaking, if a program equates to 10
percent or more of the total expenditures of
the fund in which it is accounted for, then the
program should probably be broken down
into smaller pieces. And if a program equates
to 1 percent or less of total expenditures, or to
$100,000 or less, it is probably too small and
should be combined with others. This is just a
guideline – there could be valid reasons for
going outside of these parameters. For example, a small program could be much more
important than its cost suggests. Here are
some other points that have proven helpful in
identifying programs:
•

4. Differentiate programs from functions.

Departments or divisions (i.e., public health,
courts, public works, sheriff) are often
described as functions or nouns. These are
not programs, which are more often described
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•

A program is a group of people working
together to deliver a discrete service to
identifiable users.
A program groups all tasks that a customer of that program would receive and
does not break one program or service into
multiple items based on tasks.
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•

•

As far as possible, a program is individual
– a program with its own name, customers, and staff team. Each program
stands alone and is distinct from like programs in a similar service area.
Programs that are handled by less than 1 FTE

•

are combined with other existing programs.
A program uses an existing name that is
familiar to customers and staff, and/or it
uses a name that could stand on its own
and would be understandable to the average reader.

Examples of Program Inventories
Sample Health and Environment Programs
Environmental Planning
Air Quality Control
Water Quality
Ambulance Licensing
EIP FoodNet
Compliance & Community Safety
Vital Statistics
Immunization Grant
Emergency Preparedness Response
Non-grant Immunization
Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD)
Food Protection
Cities Readiness Initiative
Zoonosis
Cancer Control Initiative
Communicable Disease
Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment
Radon
Health Care Program for Children with Special Needs
Women, Infants, and Children
Special Needs Nutrition Services
Family Planning
Recreation
Maternal & Child Health Block Grant
Prenatal Plus
Housing & Institutions
Adult Substance Abuse Counseling
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
Youth Substance Abuse Counseling
HIV Counseling & Testing
Nurse Home Visitor
Specialized Women's Services
Tobacco Cessation
Nutrition Services
Adult Health
Home Visit/Maternity
International Travel Clinic
Heart Wise Grant
Health Education
Healthy Wheat Ridge
Public Health Communications
Home Visit/Children
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Sample Sherriff Programs
Traffic
Patrol Precincts
Emergency Management
Transportation
Court Security
Work Release
Inmate Food/Medical Service
Civil/Fugitive/Warrants
Records
Dispatch (Communications Center)
Academy
Executive
Directed Operations (DOU)
Critical Incident Response
Radio Maintenance
Grants Coordinator
West Metro Drug Task Force
Crimes Against Children
Crimes Against Persons
Victim Services
Training and Recruiting
Patrol Administration
Criminalistics
Detentions Administration
Crimes Against Property
Special Investigations
Support
Laundry/Custodial
Inmate Worker Program
School Resource Officers (SROs)
Operations/Booking
Animal Control
Inmate Welfare
Evidence
Accreditation
Crime Analysis
Investigations Administration
Professional Standards
Internal Affairs
Staff Inspection
Volunteer Programs
Community Relations
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Notes
1

2

3

4

5
6

The concept of incremental budgeting was
developed by Aaron Wildavlsky. See, for
example: Aaron Wildavsky, The Politics of the
Budgetary Process (Boston: Little, Brown, 1964).
Robert Behn discusses the shortcomings of
incremental budgeting in a cutback environment in the following article: Robert D. Behn,
“Cutback Budgeting,” Journal of Policy Analysis
and Management, Vol. 4, No. 2 (Winter, 1985).
Priority-driven budgeting is also known as
“budgeting for results” and “budgeting for
outcomes,” although the latter is used to
describe a specific method of priority-driven
budgeting.
Personal interviews were conducted with the
managers who led priority-driven budgeting
at these entities.
Behn.
Mark Moore emphasizes that these two
sources of legitimacy are essential to making
any big public policy change. Mark Moore,
Creating Public Value (Boston: Harvard
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University Press, 1997).
7 Diagram inspired by Eva Elmer and
Christopher Morrill, “Budgeting for
Outcomes in Savannah,” Government Finance
Review, April 2010.
8 Budgeting for outcomes was the subject of
The Price Of Government: Getting the Results We
Need in an Age of Permanent Fiscal Crisis by David
Osborne and Peter Hutchinson (New York:
Basic Books, 2004).
9 Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton,
Strategy Maps: Converting Intangible Assets into
Tangible Outcomes (Boston: Harvard Business
Press, 2004).
10 Peter Block, Community: The Structure of
Belonging (San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler
Publishers, 2008).
11 William D. Eggers and Shalabh Kumar Singh,
The Public Innovator’s Playbook: Nurturing Bold
Ideas in Government (New York: Deloitte,
2009).
12 Eggers and Singh.
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